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ABSTRACT
On the hasis of a conceptualized congruency between 
the expected locus of control and the preferred locus 
of control, it was hypothesized that the personality 
variable of internal-external control would interact with 
power position in determining: (1) subjects' satisfaction 
with their position; and (2) subjects' satisfaction with 
the person assigning them to their power position. These 
hypotheses were tested via an experimental design' in which 
subjects were led to believe that they possessed either 
high or low power in a triadic communication network, whose 
goal was to complete a group task with maximum efficiency. 
Fifty-two subjects of both sexes were selected for exper­
imental sessions on the basis of’ highly internal or highly 
external scores on a Personal Control factor, which had 
emerged from a prior factor analysis of Rotter's I-E Scale. 
Subjects' responses' to a post-experimental questionnaire 
provided support for both hypotheses for'males, but not 
for females. These results are interpreted as supporting 
the hypothesized relation between the expected and preferred 
loci of control, and the validity of the personal control 
construct. Interpretations are offered for the sex differences 
obtained, and the theoretical and practical implications of 
the results are discussed.
iii
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The general aim of this study is to examine the 
relative effects of personality and situational variables 
in determining behaviour. The personality variable of 
special concern refers to an individual's predominant 
beliefs regarding his ability to control his own outcomes. 
The situational variable is the amount of social power 
actually possessed by an individual in a group situation, 
and the dependent variable is the satisfaction of individual 
with their power position.
The personality construct of internal-external control 
has been used to operationalize one's beliefs regarding 
the locus of control of outcomes. The literature relating 
to internal-external control, satisfaction, and social power 
will be reviewed in the following sections,
Internal-External Control 
The concept of internal-external control is derived 
from the social learning theory of Rotter (195^. 1966),
This theory conceptualizes behaviour to be a function of 
the expectancy and value of reinforcement. The internal- 
external control construct refers to an individual's 
perception of whether the occurrence of a reinforcement 
" follows from or is contingent upon his behaviour
l “
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In the process cP social learning in a variety of 
situations, the individual will progressively develop 
generalized expectancies regarding the locus of control 
of reinforcement, Internal control describes the belief or 
generalized expectancy that life's outcomes are predominant­
ly the result of one's own actions, while external control 
refers to the prevailing belief that one's outcomes are 
mainly determined by external forces such as chance, fate, 
or more powerful others. Internal-external control therefore, 
is conceived as a continuum on which an individual may 
be placed; that is, it reflects a personality dimension.
The Internal-External Control (I-E) Scale (Rotter, 1966) 
is the most commonly used measure of this construct.
This scale is a forced-choice questionnaire consisting 
of alternative expectancy statements, one characteristic 
of a belief in internal locus of control and the other 
of a belief in external locus of control.
In Rotter's theory, expectancies regarding the locus 
of control of behaviour-reinforcement contingencies are 
considered to be both situation-specific and generalized.
An individual's generalized expectancies are postulated 
to exert an important influence on his behaviour, under 
a variety of different stimulus conditions. This influence 
is likely to be particularly strong in novel situations
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
which lack prior situation-specific expectancies, or in 
ambiguous situations in which no immediately appropriate 
specific expectancy can be engaged.
The conceptual],zed relationships between internal- 
external control and a number of behavioural criteria 
have received extensive empirical validation. Reviews 
of this work are provided by Lefcourt (1966), Rotter
(1966), and Minton (1971a), The behavioural dimensions 
which have been shown to be related to the internal- 
external control construct include four major categories:
(1) performance in controlled laboratory tasks; (2) 
attempts to control the environment; (3) performance in 
achievement situations; and (*f) reactions to social influence. 
Thus in comparison to externally controlled individuals, 
individuals characterized as internally controlled have 
tended to be: (1) more efficient and more motivated in 
tasks involving skill rather than chance; (2) more alert 
to their surroundings and more active in attempting to 
improve environmental conditions; (3) more involved and 
persistent in achievement tasks; and (4) more resistant 
to attempts at influence,
Internal-External Control and Satisfaction
An area of research with the internal-external control 
construct, especially relevant to the purpose of this 
study, is the relationship between locus of control and 
task satisfaction, „ Several, studies have demonstrated 
that the expected locus of ^ control may also be the preferred
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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locus of control. These 'studies have hypothesized that 
individuals will prefer those situations which they believe 
will lead to a maximization of outcomes. Thus, externally 
controlled individuals, believing their reinforcements 
to be outside their control., would prefer situations 
in which their outcomes were in fact controlled by others. 
Internally controlled individuals on the other hand, 
believing their reinforcements to be in their own hands, 
would prefer situations in which they could be self- 
controlling.
The results of studies by Cromwell, Rosenthal,
Shakow, and Zahn (1961) and by Rotter and fulry (1965) 
provided support for this postulated relation between 
the expected locus of control and the preferred locus 
of control. In the former study, schizophrenic subjects, 
who were significantly more externally controlled than 
normal subjects, preferred conditions of external control 
and performed better under them, than did normal, internally 
controlled subjects. The study by Rotter and Mulry showed 
that internally controlled subjects valued skill-determined 
rewards more than chance-determined rewards, while externally 
controlled subjects placed more value on chance-determined 
rewards; that is, externally controlled subjects seemed 
to prefer rewards which derived from external sources, 
while internally controlled subjects preferred rewards 
obtained through their own efforts.
On the basis of their logical analysis in terms
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
5of preference for situations which maximized outcomes 
and the findings of these two studies, Watson and Baumal
(1967) predicted that in a situation in which expected locus 
of control and actual locus of control were lncongruent, 
subjects would experience dissatisfaction and anxiety. These 
negative emotional reactions would resuit In performance 
which was Inferior to that obtained in a congruent situation. 
They obtained support for this view in a study In which 
subjects were led to believe that the efficient learning of 
nonsense syllables would either be instrumental in the 
avoidance of later shocks, or largely irrelevant in avoiding 
these shocks. As predicted, internally controlled individuals 
made more errors when they anticipated that they would have no 
control over their later situation, while externally controlled 
individuals made more errors when they anticipated that they 
would have control over their later situation. The authors 
concluded that these findings lent strong support to their 
hypothesis concerning the congruency of the expected locus of 
control with the preferred locus of control. Further supporting 
evidence was reported by Schneider (1968), who obtained a very 
correlation between internal-external control and a forced- 
choice "Activity Preference Scale" composed of pairs of skill 
and chance activities. Internally controlled individuals 
preferred activities which were dependent mainly on skill, 
while externally controlled individuals preferred activities 
which were mediated mainly by chance factors. Julian,
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Lichtman, and Ryekmau (1968) obtained evidence which 
corroborated internally controlled individual's preference 
for circumstances in which they could exert control over 
their outcomes. In a dart-throwing task, they preferred 
to throw from a shorter rather than a longer distance, 
even though probabilities of success at the two distances 
were equalized by the number of throws allowed.
Further conceptual support for a positive relation 
between the expected and preferred loci of control can 
be obtained from the work of some personality theorists. 
Several of them have hypothesized that unpleasantness is 
associated with the incongruence of actual and expected 
events - and incorporated this as a major assumption of 
their theoretical positions. Thus Kelly (1955) conceived 
of prediction and control as the main aims of life, resulting 
in the formation of systems of constructs defined by 
expectancies, with disconfirmation of expectancies leading 
to anxiety, Festinger (1958) engendered considerable research 
interest with his theory of "cognitive dissonance", which 
regarded the disconfirmation of expectancies as an unpleasant 
occurrence leading to a state of "dissonance".
The evidence which has been discussed suggests that 
there may be a positive relation between the expected and 
preferred loci of control, which will mediate affective 
reactions in situations involving control. When a person 
is able to exert control over the outcomes of another, 
he may be considered to possess power over this other
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
person. Therefore, it appears that the internal-external 
control construct may he of relevance to the analysis of 
affective reactions to interpersonal control or power 
relations. The literature relating internal-external control 
to areas in the study of power will be reviewed in the 
following section,
Internal-External Control and Power
The concept of internal-external control has been 
widely applied to the study of minority groups, particularly 
blacks in the United States (Forward & Williams, 1970;
Gurin, Gurin, Lao, & Beattie, 1969). In this area of 
reasearch, internal-external control is regarded as a 
useful measure of the individual’s sense of power. Members 
of disadvantaged groups tend to hold the predominant 
belief that major events in their lives are outside their 
control, that is, they are externally controlled in terms 
of the personality dimension of internal-external control 
(Gurin & Gurin, 1970), This sense of powerlessness was one 
of the criteria used by Seeman (1959) to define his 
concept of "alienation"—  a concept which has achieved 
extensive usage in recent years as a basis for attempted 
explanations of the disenchantment reactions of industrial 
workers, students, and minority racial groups, Clark 
(1965) has pointed out that, power in an ever-nresn-''4-.
frvva-P-i T) f) 7? ^  1 Vh tfT 0  1 1 C* "Ti f *  r >; *h ^  ^  X% 1 f  D ? 1 T p> Q "D
the need to expand the scientific knowledge of power, in 
order to achieve the eventual understanding and control
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of the mechanics of social, economic, and political change. 
In its context as a prime determinant of reality and change 
in reality, Clark suggests that power might profitably be 
regarded, as the major unifying concept for the social 
sciences in general.
Minton (19?la) has developed a psychological analysis 
of power in which he conceives of power as relevant both to 
a given situation (social power) and as a relatively 
consistent attribute of an individual across situations 
(personal power). In this latter sense, therefore, power 
may be regarded as a personality variable, with individuals 
varying along a given dimension of power, such as one's 
beliefs about personal power or one’s ability to success­
fully exercise power. Minton uses the term, "subjective 
power", to refer to the individual's evaluation of his 
ability to produce Intended effects. Within this conceptual 
scheme, Minton regards Internal-external control as an 
operationally useful representation of individual differ­
ences along the dimension of subjective pover, that is the 
individual's personal beliefs concerning his ability to 
implement his intentions. An individual's position on the 
personality dimension of subjective power determines the 
generalized expectancies he will tend to bring to a given 
situation, concerning the actual social power he will posse
Social Power and Satisfaction
Social power may be defined as the relative power 
among persons interacting with one another in a given
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
osituation. One type of situation that lends itself to the 
study of social power is a communication network, because 
it allows systematic variation of relative access to 
communication channels and to information. Typically a, 
communication network isolates group members from one 
another and restricts their method and channels of communication 
to those prescribed by the experimenter, such as written 
messages passed through slots in vertical partitions, or 
verbal communication through an intercom system, etc.
The channels of communication are under the control of 
the experimenter and can be manipulated to form any desired 
pattern. The amount of information available to each group 
member, relating to the group task in hand, is similarly 
under experimental control, Therefore it is possible 
to systematically vary the relative social power of group 
members by appropriate manipulation of relative access 
to communication channels and to task-relevant information.
Those group members who have greater access to communication 
channels or information possess.-greater ability to control 
the outcomes of the group, and can therefore be considered 
to wield greater social power. However, an individual 
possesses power over another only to the extent that he 
can control the other's reinforcements (Shaw, 1971),
Therefore, social power differentials can operate within 
a group, only if successful performance of the group task 
has reinforcing properties for group members— that is, 
group members must be sufficiently motivated to attain
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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the relevant outcomes, to become ego-involved in the 
group task,
Central positions in communication networks afford 
their occupants greater access to communication channels 
than do peripheral positions. Therefore, individuals 
in central positions possess more social power than those 
in peripheral positions, Furthermore, greater satisfaction 
is shown by members of decentralized communication nets, 
than centralized communication nets, A centralized commun­
ication net is characterized by a hierarchical pattern 
of communication, in which, one or more group members have 
superior access to communication channels, whereas a 
decentralized communication net involves an equalitarian 
pattern of communication, with relative equality of access 
to communication channels (Fir, lA ,
Fig, 1 Triadic Centralized Triadic Decentralized
Communication Net Communication Net
Generally then, individual's satisfaction in commun­
ication nets appears to be associated with the possession: 
of social power, empirically defined by centrality of
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position, Leavitt (1951) considered that independence 
of action, through access to information, was the primary 
determinant of satisfaction in communication nets, and 
therefore mediated the relation between satisfaction and 
centrality, or social power, Leavitt1s concept of independ­
ence lias subsequently expanded by Shaw (I96A) to refer to 
the total decree of freedom with which an ind.ivl.dual could 
function in the group, Thus, Shaw’s concept of independ­
ence includes other situational and personal factors apart 
from simply accessibility of information, and is considered 
to determine both group efficiency and member satisfaction 
in the communication network.
Mulder (1.960) has reported a. study which casts some 
light on the motivational aspects of satisfaction in 
communication networks. He found that Mself-realization11, 
operationally defined in terms of the ability to complete 
one’s own task by oneself, did not affect satisfaction^;'n 
even though there was a clear difference in the availability 
of information between the low and high "self-realization" 
conditions. The major variable in determining satisfaction 
seemed to be the exercise of power, in the sense of 
determining the behaviour of others. Although their own 
outcomes were controlled by the more powerful group leader, 
"high power" subjects were able in turn to control the 
outcomes of two less powerful group members. These subjects 
were more satisfied than "low power" subjects, who had no 
control over the outcomes of others. Mulder concluded that
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the exercise of power pgr se appeared in general, to be 
the major determinant of satisfaction in communication 
networks.
Watson and Bromberg (1965) manipulated power position 
in a communication network by instructing subjects assigned 
to high power positions to issue commands and make the 
final decisions concerning solutions to tasks, while low 
power subjects were instructed to obey these commands.
All messages were intercepted and prepared messages sub­
stituted, in order to assure greater control of oossible 
C OTVf*01"!T">r] i T’- i/Pt y1 i "H 1 nh ? ^1  ^ n h r>r|i^rjpr*^r of TO0SSSirr^  T*0C ©O"t*i OO
and amount of information reception. The authors reported 
that in this strictly solution-oriented situation ,the 
occupants of high power positions were more satisfied than 
the occupants of low power positions. The results of this 
study support Mulder's (i960) view that the exercise of 
power per se is a major motivational variable underlying 
satisfaction.
Much of the research with communication networks 
however, has tended to neglect the possibility of an 
interaction between the personalities of individual group 
members, and their position in the communication network, 
in the determination of subsequent behaviour. This represents 
a failure to take adequate account of the fact that behaviour 
is a function of both personality and situational variables. 
For example, Hunt (1965) has emphasized that variations 
in behaviour are neither the result solely of individual
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
differences among subjects, nor of variations in situations,
but rather the result of their interactions. Block (1968) 
suggested that failures to take into account environmental 
factors may Ice one of the major reasons for the inconsistent 
findings in the literature, concerning relationships 
between personality and behaviour, Shaw (19?1) stressed 
the importance of taking into consideration the personality 
characteristics of group members in the analysis of group 
processes:
The characteristics of individuals who compose 
the group thus constitute a personal environment 
in which the group must operate. One cannot 
hope to fully understand group process without 
knowing the ways in which this personal environ­
ment influences group behaviour (Shaw, 1971* p. 155)*
Hare (1962) in his review of small group studies,
also conceived of behaviour as a compromise between
the tendencies of personality and role expectations"
(Hare, 1962, p. 276), but found only two studies in the
literature which had investigated the interaction between
personality and position in a communication network. There
have been few studies of this type since, though Zander
and Forward (1968), and Schneider and Delaney (In press)
have recently reported studies which do fall into this
category. In the former study, the personality variables
of need for achievement and t e s t  anxiety were found to
interact with position in a communication network, in
determining group members' desire for success in the
group task. The latter study showed that the need for
achievement of subjects in peripheral positions interacted
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with problem complexity in determining the speed of solution 
of group problems.
One of the studies cited by Hare (Berkowitz, 1956) 
examined the relation between the personality trait of 
ascendance and behaviour in central and peripheral positions 
in a communication network. Degree of ascendance appeared to 
have no effect on satisfaction, with both low and high 
ascendants showing: no difference in satisfaction between 
central and peripheral positions. Personality did appear to 
mediate initial differences in performance, but over time, 
these differences became minimal. Berkowitz interpreted 
these results as supporting his theoretical analysis of the 
interaction between personality and situation. In his view, 
personality structure determined the position of a response 
in the individual’s response hierarchy. Initially, responses 
from the upper levels of this hierarchy would be favoured, 
regardless of situational factors. However, as time passed, 
there would be a process of adaptation to the specific sit­
uation, and other lower level responses could be called upon 
(assuming they were present in the hierarchy) as dictated by 
the requirements of the role or situation. In a given situati 
then, initial personality-mediated behavioural differences 
between group members would gradually decrease, leading to 
relatively uniform behaviour.
The other study cited by Hare (Trow, 1957) showed that 
individual differences could cause significant variations
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in reactions to position in a communication net, Task- 
oriented groups communicated by passing written messages, 
which in fact were intercepted and replaced by prewritten 
messages designed to create the illusion of either centrality 
or peripherality, and autonomy or dependence. Centrality- 
peripherality was defined in terms of access to communication 
channels and autonomy-dependence in terms of access to 
task-relevant information. Thus in the autonomous condition, 
subjects were supplied with all the information required 
for the performance of the task, and therefore were able 
to direct their activities themselves, while in the dependent 
condition, they lacked essential task-relevant information.
In the latter condition therefore, at various stages in 
the performance of the task, subjects required direction 
from a possessor of this crucial information.
No relation was found between central!ty-peripherality 
and satisfaction, but degree of autonomy was related to 
satisfaction. Subjects were more satisfied in the autonomous 
than in the dependent condition, the extent of this relation 
being mediated by subjects’ need for autonomy as defined 
by responses to a pre-experimenta1 questionnaire. Thus, 
subjects categorized as having a high need for autonomy 
were more satisfied in the autonomous than in the dependent 
condition, while subjects with a low need for autonomy 
showed no difference in satisfaction under the two conditions. 
Therefore, Trow concluded that the relation between autonomy 
and satisfaction was due to the operation of a need for
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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autonomy, the strength of the "relation varying directly 
as the strength of the need. This relation, he suggested, 
might explain the generally observed relationship between 
centrality and satisfaction, since central positions in 
communication nets are usually characterized by relatively 
high degrees of autonomy.
However, in view of Mulder's (i960) later work, Trow's 
interpretation of his findings must be questioned. Mulder 
pointed out that Trow's "autonomy" condition might have 
included more than simply the self-sufficiency factor 
attributed to it by Trow, Since the possession of autonomy 
by an individual group member enabled him to increase the 
efficiency of the whole group, elements of social power 
may also have been engaged. Thus, Trow's autonomy condition 
might more correctly be termed a "high power" condition.
This interpretation of Trow's results would make them 
compatible with the findings of Mulder, with respect to 
the relation between satisfaction and the exercise of 
power.
Research in other areas of power relations has also 
pointed to the importance of taking account of personality 
characteristics. For example, in the laboratory setting, 
Smelser (1961) found that the most effective performance 
of a task resulted when the personality structure of the 
subordinate (his score on the dominance-submission dimension 
of the California Personality Inventory) and his social 
role (leader or follower) were congruent. In a series of
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studies conducted in industrial settings, Vroom (1959i 
i960) showed that the opportunity to participate in decision 
making generally had a positive effect on both attitudes 
and job performance. That is, the possession of some measure 
of social power tended to have beneficial effects on 
workers. However, the personalities of workers also affected 
their preferrence for and response to different styles 
of supervision, Workers who were dependent or authoritarian 
preferred authoritarian leadership to participative leader­
ship, and performed better under it, while v/orkers with 
the persomlity characteristic of independence preferred 
the participative style of leadership and were most productive 
with this kind of leader, This work appears to demonstrate 
that satisfaction with rcsition in a pra.ct5.cal situation
may be a function of personality. Vroom (1959) emphasized 
that studies of participation which failed to consider 
the interaction between participation and personality 
could only lead to average statements for all members 
of the group under investigation. These average statements 
would necessarily be inaccurate in some individual cases, 
O ’Brien (1969) in his analysis of leadership in 
organizational settings has also stressed the need to pay 
greater attention to personality variables!
Theories of organizational leadership are 
alike in asserting that both organizational 
and personality variables are important. However, 
most of them fail to define specifically the 
set of personality and organizational variables 
they deal with and so are unable to describe 
fully the way in which such variables interact 
in determining organizational productivity and
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worker satisfaction (O'Brien, 1969. p. ^7)«
The evidence which has been discussed Indicates that 
though there is a general tendency to prefer a position 
of high social power, individuals' satisfaction in power 
relations may be mediated by personality variables. The 
form of this interaction between personality and social 
power may be of particular relevance for an understanding 
of real-life situations outside the laboratory. Thus the 
personality of a member of an organization is similarly 
likely to be an Important determinant of his satisfaction 
with prevalent organizational power structures.
Job Satisfaction 
The worker's attitude toward his role in an organisation 
is usually termed "job satisfaction", or "morale" (Vroom, 
I969). Though it is now generally accepted that job satisfac­
tion and productivity are not necessarily related in the 
short-term (Kahn, I96O; Vroom, 196^), job satisfaction 
has been a variable of considerable importance in prevailing 
contemporary approaches to organizational and social 
functioning. Such approaches, drawing on the classic 
Hawthorne studies, and the work of Maslow (1964) tend to 
emphasize a human relations orientation both as valuable 
in itself and as offering the most effective means of 
achieving organizational efficiency in the long-term.
Indeed, some definitions of total organizational efficiency 
take into account workers' personal outcomes (Kahn, i96 0).
It is well-recognized that workers' satisfaction will
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affect such long-term Indices of organizational efficiency 
as absenteeism and labour turnover (Tannenbaum, Weschler,
& Mas sari, k, I96I), though these concomitants of workers' 
affective reactions may not he evident in daily productivity
returns,
Herzberg (1959) focussed narticular attention on 
job satisfaction in the context of a -general analysis 
of the motivation for work, and extended his analysis in 
a later -publication to anniv to motivation in veneral 
(Herzberg, 1966), His two factor "Motivation-Hygiene" 
theory of motivation conceives of satisfaction and dissat­
isfaction as independent and parallel continua. Job 
dissatisfaction is mediated by hygiene factors, which refer 
to the individual's attitudes toward the context in which 
his work is performed, and. are related particularly to the 
rewards obtained in exchange for work. Job satisfaction 
is mediated by "motivation" factors, which refer to the 
individual's attitudes toward the content of the job, 
and relate to factors like intrinsic interest in the task 
and the degree of responsibility held for the performance 
of the task. Thus "hygiene" factors appear to be controlled 
mainly by avoidance needs and simply perform a maintaining 
function, maintaining the individual free from basis wants. 
"Motivation" factor;; seem to act in the service of a need, 
to utilize and expand creative capacities, and also appear 
to imply a desire for the attainment of increased social 
rower, therefore, in terms of Herzberg* s analysis, the 
development of sustained positive job attitudes
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appears to depend on aspects'* inherent in the work, which 
will allow the exercise of power and lead to increased 
possibilities of self-fulfillment.
Rogers (1968) has expressed concern at the deficiencies 
of modern society with respect to human relations, and 
called for greater emphasis within organizations on the 
needs and feelings of people. He pointed out that ",,,only 
out of the communicated knowledge of all members of 
the organizations can innovation and progress come,,," 
(Rogers, 1968, p. 276). In order to achieve effective levels 
of ease and efficiency in communication, a foundation of 
satisfactory interpersonal relations is, he believes, 
indispensable, In response to Sogers’ point, Duhl (1969) 
agreed that modern society is inadequate in its treatment 
of human relations and reiterated the importance of taking 
into account interpersonal relations variables in the design 
of organizational activities. In an analysis of current 
trends and their effect on the future, he predicted:
"...the new ideology and the new value system will be the 
ideology and value system that go with high regard for 
interpersonal relations, for love, for concern..." (Duhl, 
1969, p. 283).
Internal-External Control, Social Power, and Satisfaction
The evidence which has been presented suggests that 
an individual’s expected locus of control of reinforcement, 
represented by the personality dimension of internal- 
external control, may be congruent with his preferred locus
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of control of reinforcement,"'Therefore, it seems that an 
individual’s satisfaction with the amount of control he 
possesses in a given situation, will he a function of 
the degree of congruency between his standing on the 
personality dimension of internal-external control and 
the actual locus of control. Actual locus of control may 
be empirically represented in terms of power position in 
a communication network. For those individuals with a 
high degree of social power, the actual control of relevant 
outcomes resides within themselves. For those who possess 
a low degree of social power, the actual control of relevant 
outcomes emanates more from others than from themselves.
This line of reasoning suggests that satisfaction 
with power position may be a function of the interaction 
between power position and internal-external control. 
Specifically, it is hypothesized that:
(1) Satisfaction with power position in a task-oriented 
communication network will be determined, by the interaction 
of the personality dimension of internal-external control 
with the actual degree of social power possessed.
The following four corollaries can be derived from 
hypothesis (l)s
-(a) Individuals with a belief in internal control as opposed 
to external control will show greater satisfaction with 
a position of high power than a position of low power,
(b) Individuals with a belief in external control as opposed 
to internal control will show greater satisfaction with
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a position of low power than, a position of high power,
(c) In the high power position, individuals with a belief 
in internal control will be more satisfied than individuals 
with a. belief in external control.
(d) In the low power position, individuals with a belief
in external control will be more satisfied than individuals 
with a belief in internal control.
If individuals are assigned to their power position 
by a person with whom they are unacquainted, it follows 
that their affective reactions to this person will be 
analogous to their affective reactions to their power 
position. Therefore, hypothesis (2) follows logically 
from hypothesis (1):
(2) Satisfaction with the person assigning pov/er in a 
communication network will be determined by the interaction 
of the personality dimension of internal-external control 
with the actual degree of social power assigned.
The following four corollaries can be derived from 
hypothesis (2):
(e) Individuals with a belief in internal control as 
opposed to external control will be more satisfied with 
a person who assigns them to a position of high power, 
than with a person who assigns them to a position of low 
power,
(f) Individuals with a belief in external control as opposed 
to internal control will be more satisfied with a person 
who assigns them to a position of low power than with a
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person who assigns themTto a position of high power.
(g) When assigned to a position of high power, individuals 
with a belief in internal control will be more satisfied 
with the assigning person, than individuals with a belief 
in external control,
(h) When assigned to a position of low power, individuals 
with a belief in external control will be more satisfied 
with the assigning person, than individuals with a belief 
in internal control.




Subjects were drawn from a sample of three hundred 
and twenty-one students (one hundred, and seventy males, 
one hundred and fifty-one females) enrolled in introductory 
psychology classes at the University of Windsor, On the 
basis of scores on a personality inventory, fifty-two 
subjects (twenty-seven males, twenty-five females) were 
selected for the experimental sessions.
Materials
Internal-External Control Scale
The Internal-External Control (I-E) Scale (Rotter,
1966) is a forced-choice questionnaire consisting of twenty- 
nine items, six of which are filler items (see Appendix A). 
Each item consists of alternative expectancy statements - 
one characteristic of a belief in internal locus of control 
and the other of a belief in external locus of control.
The scale is scored in the direction of external control. 
Rotter (1966) reported the results of factor and item 
analyses, which showed that the scale had high internal 
consistency. Extensive reliability studies indicated test- 
retest reliability ranging from to .83. There were
satisfactory correlations with other methods of assessing
?A
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the same variable, such as: a Likert scale; interview 
assessment; and. a projective technique. Low, non-significant 
correlations of the scale with such variables as intelligence, 
social desirability, and political liberalness, indicated 
discriminant validity. The relationships between I-E Scale 
scores and the behavioural criteria previously described 
(see page 3) are evidence of construct validity.
Hersch and Scheibe (1967) provided further support 
for the reliability and validity of the I-E Scale. They 
reported test-retest reliability ranging from .43 to .84; 
no significant correlation with Intelligence; a significant 
positive correlation between internal control and self chara­
cterization on the Gough Adjective Check List as powerful, 
independent, effective, active; and a significant positive 
relation between internal control and actual personal achieve­
ment in a mental hospital setting. These researchers also 
noted however, that internally controlled subjects tended 
to be more homogeneous in their test performance than extern­
ally controlled subjects. It was suggested that there might 
be a diversity in the psychological meaning of external contr­
ol, possibly in terms of the extent to which external forces 
were considered to be benevolent or malevolent.
This initial doubt concerning the homogeneity of 
the I-E Scale has gathered greater force with subsequent 
research. Thomas (1970) administered the I-E Scale to 
liberal and conservative parents of college students, who 
had been matched for high political activity (a behavioural
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criterion conceptually related to internal control), He 
found that loth the literal parents and their student 
offspring scored lower on internal control than the 
respective conservative groups, Thomas interpreted these 
results as evidence of a conservative bias in the I-E 
Scale, He pointed out that, these findings indicated that 
performance on the I-E Scale might be affected as much 
by political and social beliefs as by the generalized 
expectancy of locus of control,
Gurin, Gurin, Lao, and Beattie (1969) performed a 
factor analysis of the I-E Scale using black American 
college students as subjects and obtained two major factors. 
The factorial distinction seemed to be based on whether items 
referred to one's personal outcomes or to the outcomes of 
others. Items phrased in the first person loaded heavily 
on a factor labelled as "Personal Control", while items 
phrased in the third person loaded heavily on a factor 
labelled "Control Ideology", which seemed to measure the 
degree of acceptance of the traditional Protestant Ethic,
The "Personal Control" factor appears to be closer both 
to Rotter's notion of internal-external control, and 
Minton's notion of subjective power, while the "Control 
Ideology" factor appears to refer to cultural beliefs.
Q'urin et al, found in fact that it was the Personal Control 
factor which related in the predicted manner to expectancy 
of success, self-confidence, and achievement, while scores 
on the total I-E Scale showed no relation to these variables.
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Lao (1970)» in another study with black college 
students, found that an internal score on the Personal 
Control factor was related to academic performance, 
academic self-confidence, and educational expectations 
and aspirations, while an internal score on the Control 
Ideology factor was related to socially innovative behaviour, 
Lao noted that the I-E scale seemed to be more heavily 
loaded on the Control Ideology factor, since a larger 
proportion of items were in the third person. She:suggested 
that previous research results obtained with the I-E 
Scale might be explicable in terms of a lesser discrepancy 
between Personal Control and Control Ideology for whites 
than for blacks,
Mirels (1970) and Minton (1971b) have also found 
a factorial distinction in responses to the I-E Scale by 
predominantly white subjects. They used student samples 
from. 3. .1 arae Midwestern state university In the United,
States, and the University of Windsor in Canada, respect­
ively, Both studies utilized a similar factor analytic 
method. Response intercorrelations were factored by the 
principal components method with a minimum eigen-value of 
.8 for computation of components. Components were rotated 
by means of Kaiser's (1958) Varimax method, using a minimum 
eigen-value of 1.0 for factor rotation. The responses of 
males and females were analysed separately.
This method, In both studies, yielded two factors 
each for males and females. The results of the two studies
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showed a considerable degree of overlap in terms of the 
items which loaded most heavily on the two factors. Items 
loading heavily on the first factor seemed to refer to 
the relative importance of ability and hard work as against 
luck or fate, in achieving personally relevant outcomes 
(e.g. "In my case getting what I want has little or 
nothing to do with luck" vs. "Many times we might just as 
well decide what to do by flipping a coin,"). Items loading 
heavily on the second factor were concerned mainly with the 
individual's beliefs regarding: the sources of political 
and social power (e.g. "The average citizen can have an 
influence in government decisions," vs. "This world is run 
by the few people in power, and there is not much the 
little guy can do about it,"). Thus, while items loading 
on the first factor (labelled "Personal Control" by Minton) 
were concerned largely with control at the personal level; 
items loading on the second factor (labelled "System 
Modiflability" by Minton) referred to control at the societal 
and global levels.
The factorial distinction which emerged in these two 
studies is somewhat different from, that obtained by Gurin 
et al. Thus, within items relfecting the theme of personal 
control, Gurin et al, found a distinction between those 
items stated in the first person, and those stated in the 
third person. Gurin et al, h? Personal Control Ideology 
factor referred to the items stated in the first person.
This first person-third person distinction in items refer-
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ring to personal outcomes was not fffund in the studies 
of Mirels and Minton, Thus, Minton's "Personal Control" 
factor includes items phrased in the third person as well 
as the person, The "System. Mod if iabi lity" factor
found by Mirels and Minton is similar to a minor factor 
obtained in Gurin gj; gj., *s work (accounting for only a 
small part of the variance for black subjects). Minton 
(1971a) points out that the lack of equivalence among 
factor analytic results may be due to the different samples 
of subjects used« Thus, the first person-third person distinc­
tion may have been a more salient element in the power 
beliefs of black students as opposed to white students.
The findings of Mirels and Minton suggest that the 
factorial discrepancy in the I-E Scale which has appeared 
since Rotter's original factor analysis (in the early 
i9 6 0's) may reflect general changes in the last few years, 
particularly for college students, who have become increas­
ingly involved in political affairs during the last decade, 
Minton suggests that:
As a consequence of this involvement many 
students may now make a distinction between 
beliefs concerning felt mastery over the course 
of one's life (personal control) and beliefs 
concerning the responsiveness of political instit­
utions to citizen efforts toward active part­
icipation in political and social affairs 
(system modiflability) (Minton, 1971a, p. .8).
Procedure
The I-E Scale was administered to a number of classes 
in introductory psychology during December 1970, and
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January 1971, and was completed by three hundred and twenty- 
one students. Subjects were selected on the basis of their 
scores on the Personal Control factor alone, rather than 
the total scale scores, since it was felt that this factor 
offered a purer measure of "subjective power". Personal 
Control was measured by responses to nine items (see Appendix 
B), each of which loaded -.25 or greater for both males 
and females, on the Personal Control factor (Minton, 1971b), 
Consistent with the keyed direction of the total I-E Scale, 
the Personal Control items were scored in the direction 
of external control. Those subjects whose scores fell 
within the upper and lower thirds of the distribution of 
Personal Control scores, were classified as externally 
controlled and internally controlled respectively. The 
upper third of the distribution included scores of five 
to nine, while the lower third of the distribution included 
scores of zero to two, A form letter (see Appendix C) 
was sent to all persons within these two populations.
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people in proxies who are working at sironle tasks", whose 
findings it was hoped would lead to improvements in organ­
izational relations.
Subjects were randomly selected from the populations 
of internally and externally controlled individuals, and 
randomly assigned to one of two experimental" conditions 
by an accomplice of the experimenter. The experimenter
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therefore had no knowledge of subjects * I-E scores when 
conducting the experiment. Selected subjects were sub­
sequently contacted again by telephone, and their partic­
ipation in the experiment was requested. During the telephone 
conversation, emphasis was placed on the simplicity of 
the tasks to be performed; the group aspects of the 
experiment; and the potential utility of the research 
in advancing the understanding of organizational relations. 
Experimental groups were made up of subjects of the 
same sex, in order to avoid the possible confounding 
effects of sex in mixed-sex groups. Three subjects were 
scheduled for each experimental session. If only two 
appeared, a confederate filled in as the third subject, since 
it was necessary for the groups to appear to be of size 
three, though all three did not need to be bona fide 
subjects. The experimental task was similar to that employed 
by Trow (195?)» H  consisted of a series of eight common 
objects, whose outlines were to be cut out of plain paper, 
in the given order, by means of scissors (see Appendix D),
The x^hysical arrangement for the experimental sessions 
consisted of a network of four interconnected small rooms, 
as shown below. Each room was equipped with a table and 
a chair. Each table was supplied with plain paper, pencils, 
and scissors, and three small cardboard trays marked:
"IN”, "OUT* and "COMPLETED OUTLINES". The list of tasks 
lay face down on top of the pile of plain paper,










Fig. 2 The Experimental Setting
On arrival, subjects were ushered in to room 1 and
seated in the waiting area, as indicated. When all the
subjects for an experimental session had arrived and were
seated., the experimenter introduced the experiment as follows
Thank you all for coming. I am Dr, Minton's 
assistant, and am conducting the experiment for 
him. As you may have gathered, this is an 
experiment to investigate the communication 
processes between people in a group, who are 
performing a. series of tasks. Each of you will 
be working separately in different rooms. You 
will be working at simple tasks, and writing 
messages to each other about the tasks you are 
doing. The situation you will be in may seem 
artificial, but it is in fact quite a close 
approximation to the kind of situation which is 
found, in most organizational settings. Here are 
the written instructions for the procedure you 
will, be following. You'll be able to keep these 
instructions with you as a reference, while 
you are working, I will read them through with 
you now.
The experimenter then handed out typed copies of the
instructions, which he proceeded to read aloud as follows:
When each of you sits down in your room, you will 
find on your table a list of eight tasks, which 
must done in the order on the list. The tasks 
are to: cut out outlines of the listed objects 
from paper, using the scissors on your table.
Your list therefore, will consist of a series
of eight objects to be cut out, Alongside each
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of the objects wITT'be a. number. This number is 
the code number for that object, and in your 
written messages you can refer to objects only 
by means of their code numbers. The objects are 
common objects, which should be fairly simple 
to cut out in outline, e.g. horse, tree, fork.
You should try to make the outlines recognizable 
depictions of the objects, but beyond this do 
not be too concerned with their quality, There 
are sixteen different tasks altogether, for the 
whole group to do. This means that some of the 
tasks on your list will be identical with those 
of other broup members.
The goal of the group is to finish as many 
different tasks as possible, in as short a time 
as possible. Since some of your tasks will be 
identical with those of other group members, you 
will clearly need to communicate with one another 
in order to avoid duplicating outlines, and 
therefore increase the efficiency of the group, 
However, the only way you are allowed to communicate 
is by writing notes and passing them to me to 
deliver. The only thing you are allowed to write 
in your notes are two numbers, one of these numbers 
being the code number for the object which you 
will be cutting out presently, and the other the 
code number for the object which you will be cutting 
out next. In the upper left-hand corner of the 
sheet of paper with your list of tasks, you will 
find a letter, which will be either W, X, or Y,
This is your identification letter and you must 
sign all your notes with it, and address all your 
notes with the appropriate identification letters.
For example, if you should be given the 
identification letter W and you want to write notes 
to oth°T' uTOup tn0T310rh to toll ttorn 113.t ttr? cod© 
numbers of your next two tasks are seven and ten, 
you should write two serarate notes, like this;
To X._?, 10 " To Y. 7, 10
From W, From W,
There will be trays marked IN and OUT at the corners 
of your table, I will place all the messages which 
have been addressed to you in the IN tray, and 
you should put the messages you wish to send 
in the OUT tray, where I will pick them up. The 
tray in the middle of your table is for completed 
outlines,
In order to make the situation similar to the 
real-life one we are trying to approximate, some 
objects have been given more than one code number, 
This means that although you might have the same 
object in your list as someone else in the group, 
his code number for this object might not be the 
same as your code number. In other words, if the
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code numbers in a note that you receive do not 
correspond to any of the code numbers in your list, 
there can be two possible explanations: (1) the 
other group member is cutting out objects which
are not on your list; (2) you do have one or both
of these objects which are on your list, but 
your code numbers for these objects are not the 
same as the other person'a code numbers. Therefore, 
in order to interpret any code numbers that are 
sent to you, you need to have access to the key in 
which all of the sixteen objects and their 
associated code numbers are listed. One of you, 
whose identification letter will be X will find 
that you have been given this key underneath 
your list of tasks. It is purely a matter of chance 
which of you receives the key, because the room 
in which the key is placed is varied from experiment 
to experiment, The person,who has the key 
will be the leader of the group. Unlike the rest
of you, the leader is not limited to the kinds
of messages shown above. He can write whatever 
he likes in his notes and therefore he can use 
the key in any manner that he thinks will be 
most efficient in preventing duplication of 
effort.
When you sit down in your room then, this 
is what you actually have to do:
Turn over the top sheet of paper. In the top 
left-hand corner will be your identification 
letter. Below this, will be your list of eight 
objects to be cut out, with their code numbers 
alongside.
If you are the leader of the group, your 
identification letter will be X, and the key will 
be printed on another sheet of paper underneath.
You must then decide how to use the key in order to 
maximize the efficiency of the group, and send 
messages to the other group members felling them 
which method of working you have chosen for the 
group. Remember you must still complete your own 
list of eight tasks.
If you are not the lea.der, but are given, 
identification letter W or Y, you should follow 
this procedure:
Write notes to the other two group members, 
giving the code numbers of your first two objects. 
Then begin to cut them out. While you are doing 
this, you will receive messages from the other 
two group members. One of these messages will be 
from the group leader and will explain how he 
has decided to use the key. You should then adopt 
this three-step working procedure:
(1) Read any notes that come to you. Using 
whatever form of access_to the key the leader gives
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you, cross off your list any objects which are 
referred to in incoming notes,
(2) Write your notes, giving the code numbers 
of your next two tasks’.~'Send "separate notes~~to‘ 
both of the other group members, unless the leader 
directs otherwise, in which case follow the leader's 
instructions,
(3) Do your two tasks, Continue to go through 
this same three-step procedure, until all the 
eight tasks of your list have either been done by 
you, or crossed off your list. Then raise your 
arm. to indicate that you have finished. You will 
then be given a brief questionnaire.
The major points in the instructions were then repeated
by the experimenter, and subjects were encouraged to ask
questions about any aspects of the instructions which might
be unclear.
When a subject indicated that he had finished the task, 
his time of finishing was noted, and he was given a post- 
experimental questionnaire to fill out. When all subjects 
had completed this questionnaire, the purpose and methods 
of the experiment were explained,and subjects were requested 
not to discuss the experiment with anyone else during 
the following two weeks.
The purpose of the instructions was to give the subjects 
the impression that they were part of a functioning 
communication network, with the experimenter acting as the 
message carrier. In actuality, working from room 3* the 
experimenter intercepted all messages, and substituted
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allowed t'm nlacing of all subjects in exactly the same 
position (W) in the communication network. All subjects 
were given exactly the same series of tasks, and in a
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given experimental- condition!'received the same messages 
at approximately the same relative points in their series 
of tasks (see Appendix D). These messages defined one. of 
two experimental conditions:
High power: In this condition, soon after the start, 
subjects received a note from the leader (X) which read:
"I have the key, I am sending a copy of it to both you 
and Y so you can use it for yourselves, Here it is,.,"
This message therefore, defined the following communication
The possession of the key and the information contained 
in Incoming messages enabled the subject to decide for 
himself whether to cut out any particular outline in his 
list, when he reached It, He was able to monitor the activit­
ies of other group members for himself, and could therefore 
direct his own activities to fit the requirements of the 
group. The "leader” in this condition, may be considered 
to have behaved In a "democratic" manner in setting up a 
decentralized communication network.
Low power: In this condition, soon after the start, 
subjects received a note from X which read: "I have the 
key. Send your messages only to me and I will tell you
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which objects to cross off your list, Y will do the same," 
This message therefore defined the following communication 
networks
Without access to the key, the subject was entirely 
dependent on the leader for .information concerning the 
grouper, activities as a whole, Therefore, his own activities 
were dependent on the leader's analysis of group requirements, 
and subsequent directives, The subject's only means of 
influencing group outcomes was by his speed of working.
The "leader" in this condition, may be considered to have 
behaved in an "autocratic" manner, in setting up a central­
ized communication network, with himself at the centre,
Post-Experimental Questionnaire
The post-experimental questionnaire (see Appendix E) 
contained fourteen items. Responses to the first eleven 
items were made on a seven-point scale, with descriptive 
statements beneath scale marks. Five of these items were 
included to test for the possibility that uncontrolled 
aspects of the experimental situation might have confounded 
the relation between subject's I-E scores and their satis­
faction with their power position or their leader. The 
questions: "How much interest did you,have in the experiment
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as a whole?" and How much did you like cutting out the 
outlines?", opened the questionnaire, and checked the 
possibility respectively of differential enjoyment of the 
task and differential involvement in the experimental 
situation, by internally and externally controlled subjects.
The item; "How satisfied a.re you with your performance of 
your total job?", checked for possible differences between 
internally and externally controlled subjects in their 
satisfaction with their personal performance. The items 
"How important was it to you personally, to do your job 
in the group efficiently?”, checked for possible personality- 
mediated differences in ego-involvement in the task. The 
item "How efficient do you think that this method of working 
was?", checked the possibility that internally and externally 
controlled subjects held different opinions regarding the 
efficiency of the method of working.
Four questionnaire items were directly related to the 
hypotheses underlying this study. Subjects1 satisfaction 
with the leader was measured by their responses to the 
question: "In general, how satisfied were you with the leader?" 
Three items tested subjects1 satisfaction with the power 
position to which they had been assigned by the leader.
They were phrased in different terms, in an attempt to tap 
the several different facets of satisfaction with power 
positionThus the items referred to satisfaction with the 
amount of independence associated with a given position, 
satisfaction with the method of working, and relative
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preferrence for the more powerful position of the leader:
"In performing your ;joh» how satisfied were you with the 
amount of independence that the leader gave you?"
"How much did you like the method of working that the 
leader chose for the group?"
"Would you have liked your job In the group more, or less, 
if you had been the leader?"
These four crucial items were placed at numbers three, 
four, seven, and eight in the questionnaire. This sequence 
was chosen in order to provide respondents with some 
opportunity to adapt to the questionnaire, and to mask 
the hypotheses under investigation.
One item was included as a check on whether the 
experimental manipulation had been successful in inducing 
subjects to perceive themselves as having high or low 
power: "How independent do you f e d  that you were In doing 
your job?"
The autonomy statement used by Trow (195?) constituted 
another questionnaire item; "How important is it to you 
to carry out the business of life in an independent and 
self-reliant fashion?" Trow computed a subject’s relative 
need for autonomy on the basis of his rating of the 
importance of this statement to him personally, together 
with his ranking of its comparative importance to him among 
four other statements of social need (Achievement, Affiliation, 
Recognition, and Cognition), This item was included to 
examine whether there was any relation between Trow’s
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measure of "need for autonomy" and the I-E Scale,
Rubin and Moore (1971) showed that the most efficient 
questionnaire method of assessing subject’s suspicions 
of deception involved open-ended items which requested 
subjects for their impressions rather than memories of the 
experiment. Three open-ended items of this type completed 
the questionnaire. A subject was classified as suspicious 
and eliminated from the analysis, if he indicated any 
suspicion of deception either in his questionnaire response 
or in his immediate post-experimental comments, prior to 
de-briefing, In terms of these criteria, there were no 
suspicious subjects.
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CHAPTER III
RESULTS
Subjects * responses to each of the eleven scaled 
questionnaire items were subjected to a 2 x 2 x. 2 ( person­
ality x power position x sex) unweighted means analysis 
of variance (Winer, 1962), The results of these analyses 
will be presented separately for each item. Results for 
item 10 ("How independent do you feel that you were in doing 
your job?") will be considered first, since this item 
was included to check the experimental manipulation of 
power position, The mean responses in each of the experiment­
al conditions and the results of the analysis of variance 
are shown in Table 1, It can be seen that there was a 
significant main effect for power position (p < . 025) 
due to greater feelings of independence in the high power 
than in the low power condition. Thus it appears that the 
experimental manipulation of power position was generally 
successful, However, a significant sex x power position 
interaction was also obtained (p <.05). The specific 
differences causing this interaction were investigated by 
means of the Duncan New Multiple Range Test, which indicated 
that the significant interaction was due in part to greater 
feelings of independence by males in the high power 
condition when compared with males in the low power
condition and females in the high power condition.
T]
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TABLE 1















Summary of the analysis of variance
Source of variation df MS F P
Personality (A) 1 2,62 0 .9 1
Power Position (B) 1 19.78 6,84 <.025
Sex (C) 1 2.62 0.91
A x B 1 0.00 0.00
A x C 1 0,54 0.18
B x C 1 15.26 5,26 <.05
A x B x C 1 4,16 1.44
Residual A4 2.89
*1 = very independent; 2 = moderately independent; 3 = 
slightly independent; 4 = neither independent nor dependent; 
5 = slightly dependent; 6 = moderately dependent; 7 = 
very dependent.
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Furthermore, differences wQ-TO found In terms of greater
feelings of independence iy-] f  h  R low power condition by
females as compared to mal fX CJ "] V'"> the same condition.
In view of these find ^  y i tcr o  ^ additional 2 X 2 (personalit;
X power position) unweighted means analyses of variance
were performed separately for both sex groups, on each
item.. The results of these analyses for item 10 are presenter
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Summary of the analysis of variance for females
Source of variation df MS F p
Personality 
Power Position 







0,18 0.0 3 
OJtO 0.12
3.35
to power position, that is they felt more independent in 
the high power than in the low power condition (p<.01).
For females, there were no significant differences. It seems 
therefore, that the experimental manipulation of power position 
produced the desired effects for males, hut not for females.
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Satisfaction, with Power Position
Three items on the questionnaire were of direct relevance 
to the first hypothesis, which postulated that the person­
ality dimension of internal-external control would inter­
act with assigned power position, in determining subjects' 
satisfaction with their power position. The mean responses 
in each of the experimental conditions, and the results 
of analysis of variance, for these three items, for all 
subjects (N=52), undifferentiated with respect to sex, 
are shown in Tables 3, and 5. The hypothesis was not 
supported by the results for any of the items, since 
there were no significant personality x power position 
interactions. For item 3 ("In performing your job, how 
satisfied were you with the amount of independence that 
the leader gave you?"), there was a significant main 
effect due to power position (p <J, 05). Subjects were more 
satisfied in the high power condition than in the low 
power condition. The results for item 7 ("Would you have 
liked your job in the group more, or less, if you. had 
been the leader?") indicate that sex was a significant 
source of variance (p<,01) . It appears that males to a 
greater extent than females would have liked their job 
in the group more if they had been the leader. The only 
significant effect for item 8 ("How much did you like 
the method of working that the leader chose for the 
group?") was a three-way personality x power position x 
sex interaction (p <.01). The Duncan Test indicated that 
this was caused by internally controlled females in
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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TABLE 3 •'
SATISFACTION WITH THE AMOUNT OF INDEPENDENCE 
GIVEN BY THE LEADER (ITEM 3).
Mean Responses*
Low Power High Power
Males Females Males Females
Internals 3.29 2 ,60 1.71 1.83
Externals 2,29 2 .7 1 1,83 2 .29
Summary of the analysis of variance
Source of variation df MS F p
Personality (A) 1 0 .6A 0.3^
Power Position (B) 1 8.55 ^.59 < 0 5
Sex (C) 1 0 .6A 0 .3A
A x B 1 1.75 0 .9^
A x C 1 1.72 0 ,92
B x C 1 0 ,60 0 .32
A x B x C 1 0.A2 0 .22
Residual AA 1.86
*1 = very satisfied; 2 = moderately satisfied; 3 = slightly 
satisfied? A - neither satisfied nor dissatisfied; 5 ~ 
slightly dissati sfied; 6 ~ moderately dissatisfied; 7 = 
very dissatisfied.
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TABLE 4
REPORTED POTENTIAL LIKING FOR 
LEADER'S JOB (ITEM 7)
Mean Responses*
Low Power High Power
Males Females Males Females
Internals 2,43 4,20 3.oo ^.33
Externals 3*29 3.57 3.17 4.71
Summary of the analysis of variance
Source of variation df MS F p
Personality (A) 1 0,49 0.21
Power Position (8) 1 3.97 1.69
Sex (C) 1 19.37 8.24 C 0 1
A x B 1 0.00 0.00
A x G 1 1,30 0.55
B x C 1 0,00 0.00
A x B x C 1 3.92 1.67
Residual 2+4 2.35
*1 = would have liked leader's job very much more; 2 = 
moderately more; 3 = slightly more; 4 = neither more nor 
less; 5 ~ slightly less; 6 = moderately less; 7 = very 
much less.
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TABLE 5
LIKING FOR THE METHOD OF WORKING (ITEM 8)
Mean Responses*
Low Power High Power
Males Females Males Females
Internals 2,57 1 .60 1.43 3 -oo
Externals 1.28 2,43 1.67 2 -oo
Summary of the analysis of variance
Source of variation df MS F p
Personality (A) 1 1.15 0 .90
Power Position (B) 1 0.38 0.30
Sex (G) 1 3.46 2 .72
A x B 1 0 .00 0 .00
A x C 1 0.64 0 .50
B x C 1 2.05 1.61
A x B x C 1 9.36 7 .37 < . 0 1
Residual 44 1.27
*1 = liked very much; 2 = liked moderately; 3 = liked 
slightly; 4 = neither liked nor disliked; 5 " disliked 
slightly; 6 = disliked moderately; ? = disliked very much.
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high power positions being'less satisfied with the method 
of working than internally controlled males in high 
power positions and externally controlled males in low 
power positions.
The relevant analyses of variance for females are 
shown in Table \6 , The first hypothesis was not supported 
by the data for any of the three items. There were no 
significant personality x power position interaction 
effects, and none of the other effects reached signific­
ance.
The results and anlyses for males are shown in 
Table ;. The results for item 8 provided support for the 
first hypothesis. There was a significant personality x 
power position interaction effect (p<„01), which is 
presented graphically in Figure 3 , Since specific a priori
Internal Externals
Fig, 3„ Male's Liking for Method of Working, 
predictions (corollaries a to d) were advanced, regarding
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TABLE 6
FEMALE'S SATISFACTION WITH THE AMOUNT OF 
INDEPENDENCE GIVEN BY THE LEADER (ITEM 3)
Summary of the analysis of variance





Personality x Power Pos, 1 0.19 0.08
Residual 21 2.23
FEMALE ' S  REPORTED !POTENTIAL LIKING
FOR THE LEADER'S JOB (ITE1M 7)
Summary of the analysis of variance
Source of variation df MS F p
Personality 1 0.00 0,00
Power Position 1 2.33 0.95
Personality x Power Position 1 1.65 0,68
Residual 21 2.A4
FEMALE'S LIKING FOR THE METHOD OF WORKING (ITEM 8)
Summary of the analysis of variance
Source of variation df M S F p
P e r s o n a l i t y 1 0,0A 0.02
Power P o s i t i o n 1 1.A4 0. 6A
Personality x Power Pos, 1 5 M 2,^3
Residual 21 2.23
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the nature of this interaction, two-tailed t-tests were 
used to test these predictions (Li, 196*0, Three of the 
corollaries were strongly supported: corollary (a), that 
internally controlled individuals would prefer a high 
power to a low power position (p c. 001); corollary (b), that 
externally controlled individuals would prefer a low power 
to a high power position (p<".01); and corollary (d), that 
externally controlled individuals would be more satisfied 
than Internally controlled individuals in a low power posit­
ion (p<. 001), Support for corollary (c), that internally 
controlled individuals would be more satisfied than exter­
nally controlled individuals in the high power position, 
though nbt reaching significance, was in the predicted, dir­
ection (p<. 10). There was also a significant main effect due 
to personality (p<.05), for item 8 , This effect indicated 
that externally controlled males were more satisfied with 
the method of working than internally controlled males.
The data for items 3 and 7 however, did not support the 
first hypothesis. The only significant effect obtained, was 
that of power position for item 3* Males were generally more 
satisfied in the high power than in the low power position. 
Satisfaction with the Leader
The second hypothesis, which postulated that individ­
uals 1 satisfaction with the person assigning them to a 
power position would be a function of the interaction of 
the personality dimension of internal-external control 
with actual power position, was tested by responses to
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TABLE ' 7
MALE'S SATISFACTION WITH THE AMOUNT OF 
INDEPENDENCE GIVEN BY THE LEADER (ITEM 3)
Summary of the analysis of variance
Source of variation df MS F P
Personality 1 1.30 0.■ 85
Power Position 1 6.99 4,.5? <.05
Personality x Power Position 1 2 .10 1..38
Residual 23 1.52
MALE'S REPORTED POTENTIAL LIKING 
FOR LEADER'S JOB (ITEM 7)
Summary of the analysis of variance
Source of variation df MS F p
Personality 1 1.81 0, 83
Power Position 1 0.34 0. 16
Personality x Power Position 1 0.81 0. 37
Residual 23 2.17
MALE'S LIKING FOR METHOD OF WORKING (ITEM 8)
Summary of the analysis of variance
Source of variation df MS F p
Personality 1 1.85 4.62 <.05
Power Position 1 0,94 2,35
Personality x Power Position 1 3.94 9.85 < 0 1
Residual 23 0.40
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the item: "In general, how satisfied were you with the 
leader?" Table 8 gives the mean responses:' and analyses 
of variance for this item. The hypothesis recieved no 
support from the analyses for all subjects unselected 
with respect to sex, and for females. The only signifies* 
ant effect obtained was a three-way personality x 
power position x sex interaction (p<*025). Inspection 
of the separate analyses- for sex groups indicated that 
this interaction was caused by a significant personality 
x power position effect for males, in conjunction with 
an interaction in the reverse direction for females (e.g. 
internally controlled females were more satisfied with 
the leader in the low power condition, while externally 
controlled females were more satisfied with the leader in 
the high power condition), though this latter effect did 
not reach statistical significance.
The data for males supported the hypothesis, revealing-, 
a significant personality x power position interaction 
(p<.025), which is presented graphically in Figure 4. 
Specific corollaries were tested by means of' two-tailed 
t%tes^s. .These analyses indicated strong' support (p<.01) 
for corollary (h), that externally controlled individuals; 
would be more satisfied than internally controlled individ­
uals with the person assigning them to a low power position. 
Support for corollary (e) that internally controlled indiv­
iduals would be more satisfied with the leader assigning 
them to a high power position than the leader assigning 
them to a low power position approached significance
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TABLE 8
SATISFACTION WITH THE LEADER
Mean Responses'5'
Low Power High Power
Males Females Males Females






Summary of the analysis of variance for all subjects
Source of variation df M S F P
Personality ( A ) 1 1 .61 1.92
Power Position (B) 1 0 .10 0 ,12
Sex (C) 1 0.07 0 .0 8
A x B 1 0 ,00 0 .0 0
A x C 1 0 .?1 0,84
B x C 1 0.15 0.18
A x B x C 1 5.59 6 . 6 5 ^ 0 2 5
Residual 44 0,84
Summary of the analyst s of variance for females
Source of variation df M S F  p
Personality 1 0 ,12 0 .08
Power Position 1 0 ,2 5 0.18
Personality x Power Position 1 3 .62 2.50
Residual 21 1.42
Summary of the analysis of variance for males
Source of variation df M S F  p
Personality 1 2.34 7.1 <.025
Power P o s i t i o n 1 0 .00 0 .00
Personality x Power Pos, 1 2,03 6 , 5 5 < . 0 2 5
Residual 23 0 .3 1
■*1 = very satisfied; 2 = moderately satisfied ; 3 = slightly 
satisfied; 4 = neither satisfied nor dissatisfied; 5 = 
slightly dissatisfied; 6 = moderately dissatisfied; 7 - 
very dissatisfied.
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(p <.10), The remaining two corollaries however, which 
referred to the relative satisfaction of externally controll­
ed individuals with leaders assigning them to low and 
high power positions, and the relative satisfaction of 
internally and externally controlled individuals with 
leaders assigning them to high power positions, were not 
supported. Personality was also a significant source of 
variance (p^.025) , externally controlled males being 




F|*g, K Male's Satisfaction with the Leader
Checks for Confounding Variables
The mean responses for items included to test for 
possible confounding variables in the experimental situation 
are presented in Table 9. Analyses of variance are shown 
in Appendix F. Table 9 shows that subjects tended to be 
rather more positive than negative in their enjoyment of
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table 9 55
MEAN RESPONSES* FOR ITEMS CHECKING FOR 
CONFOUNDING VARIABLES
' ■' -  ' 1 1 ■ '...  J.... ■' ”





















































































Item 5! 1- ~ very satisfied; 2 ~ moderately satisfied ; 3 " 
slightly satisfied; h- ~ no?y-nr satisfied nor 
dissatisfied* £ - pi’rbtly dissatisfied; 6 ~ 
moderately dissatisfied; 7 - very dissatisfied.
♦Item 1; 1 = liked very much; ..... 7 " disliked very much,
Item ?.% ]. -- very great interest; . .. 7 = very great disinterest. 
Item 6; 1 = very important; 7 = very unimportant,
Item 9: 1 - very efficient 7 = very inefficient.
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the task, displayed considerable interest in the experiment, 
placed a high degree of importance on the performance 
of their job, and were generally satisfied with their 
performance,,
Analyses of variance revealed no significant effects 
for items 1 ("How much did you like cutting out the out­
lines?"), and 2 ("How much interest did you have in the 
experiment as a whole?"), For item 6 ("How important was 
it to you personally to do your job in the group efficient­
ly?") , there was a significant effect due to sex (p <■. 0 5). 
Females reported that efficient performance of their job 
was more important to them, than did males. The only signif­
icant effect for item 9 ("How efficient do you think that 
this method of working was?") was a three-way personality 
x power position x sex interaction (F=5.20, df=1/44. p<„05). 
The Duncan test pointed to greater attribution of efficiency 
by externally controlled males in the'low power position, 
compared to internally controlled females in the high 
power position, as the main difference causing this interact­
ion.
Analyses of variance for males and females together, 
and for females alone, for item 5 ("How satisfied are you 
with your performance of your total job?"), revealed no 
s i g n i f i c a n t  e f f e c t s . However, for males, there was a s i g n i f ­
icant personality x power position interaction (F=5» df=1/2-3, 
P <  .05) , which is presented graphically in Figure 7,
The Duncan test indicated that none of the four individual 
components of this interaction were significantly different
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from one another. The differences constituting this inter­
action however, though not reaching statistical significance, 
were all in the direction predicted by the corollaries to 
the first hypothesis. Also, comparison of Figures 3 and 5 
indicates that the form of the personality x power position 
interaction was similar for items (5) and (8), It is 
possible therefore, that ite^s ( ^  and (8) mav actually 
have measured somewhat similar affective reactions.
Fig, 5 Satisfaction With Performance
Need for Autonomy
None of the analyses of variance for responses to 
Trow's need for autonomy statement revealed any significant 
effects (see Table 10). It appears that subjects generally 
ascribed high importance to the possession of autonomy, with 
internally controlled subjects ascribing higher importance 
than externally controlled subjects, a difference however, 
which did not reach statistical significance (p <,10). 
Comparison among Items
To recapitulate, the three items (3» 7 and 8) which





Low Power High Power
Males Fema3.es Males Females
Internals 1.43 1,6 1.57 1.14
Externals 1.71 1.57 2.33 1.85
Summary of the analysis of variance for males and females
Source of variation df MS F p
Personality (A) 1 2 ,3 7 3 ,oo <.io
Power Pos, (B) 1 0 . 2 6 0.33
Sex (C) 1 0.64 0,81
A x B 1 1 ,2 2 1,54
A x C 1 0 . 0 6 0 . 0 8
B x C 1 0 . 1 1 0.14
A x B x C 1 0 , 0 6 0 , 0 8
Residual 44 0.79
Summary of the analysis of variance for females
Source of variation df MS F p
Personality 1 0 . 0 7 1.34
Power Position 1 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0
Personality 1 1.57 3.14 <.io
Residual 21 0 , 5 0
Summary of the analysis of variance for males
Source of variation df MS F P
Personality 1 1.79 1 , 7 0
Power Pocition l 0,94 O, 89
Personality x Power Pos, 1 0,40 0,38
Residual 23 1.05
*1 = autonomy very important; 2 = moderately important; 3 = 
slightly important; 4 = neither important nor unimportant;
5 ~ slightly unimportant; 6 = moderately unimportant; 7 = 
very unimportant.
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were designed to measure tide first hypothesis gave rise to 
differing results, with only one item (item 8) providing 
support for the hypothesis. Another item (item 5), which 
was included to check for the possible effect of confounding 
variables in the experimental situation, initiated results 
which were similar to those obtained for item 8. It seems 
therefore, that there may have been differences between 
items 3, 7 and 8, with regard to precisely which affective 
reactions they measured. In order to investigate the extent 
to which these items and item 5• measured the aspects of 
subjects' satisfaction, one-way analyses of variance across 
these items were performed for each of the eight experimental 
groups (controlling for personality, power position and sex).
The results of these analyses for female groups are shown 
in Table 11. Only one significant effect was obtained —  for 
internally controlled females in the low power position (n=5). 
The Duncan test, indicated that this effect was due to a differ­
ence between item 7 and items 5 and S. T ■' : -
The results of the analyses for male groups are shown 
in Table 12. It can be seen that items were a significant 
source of variance for three of the four experimental groups. 
Duncan tests' indicated that for internally controlled males 
in the high power position, the significant differences 
were between item 7 and items 3, 5 and 8'. For externally 
controlled males in the high power position, item 7 was 
significantly different from items 3 and 8 . For externally 
controlled males in the low power position, item 7 was
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significantly different, from""items 5 and 8, For all four 
male experimental groups, the greatest difference was 
between items ? and 8,
fpla p. cs .p (j 3 "pR 3 rr c* *f; 4-v 4- 1 0 f p p *7 f' ft p* ^ ■m-' o H  ri * p X  a v") p X, 1 \r
Cl ^  -f1 -p p. ‘in' -a _L c p n p n  + n r\-P gi p 4- * p ■Pri 4- ^ <pv' ff1 Vl p p  ^  T3 O O c * eg -p r',><p*gl 7 3.0 "t X O  ^
measured hy items 3 and 5 aoprar to have been quite similar 
to each other, and closer to that tapped by item 8 than 
item. 7,
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TABLE 11
ANALYSES OF VARIANCE ACROSS ITEMS 
3, 5* 7 AMD 8 , FOR FEMALE GROUPS
Internal Females in the Low Power Position 
Summary of the analysis of variance





6 , 33 
1.7"
3.8*1- <.05
Internal Females in the High Power Position
Summary of the analysis of variance





6 ,26  
2 ,66
2.35
External Females in the Low Power Position 
Summary of the analysis of variance
Source of variation df MS F p
Items 3 3.57 1.32
Within Items 2k 2 .69
External Females in the High Power Position 
Summary of the analysis of variance
Source of variation df MS F p
Items 3 5.62 Z 07
Within Items 2k 2,71
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TABLE 12
ANALYSES OF VARIANCE ACROSS ITEMS
3, 5, 7, AND 8 , FOR m LIE GROUPS
Internal Males In the Low Power Position
Summary of the analysis of variance
Source of variation df MS F p
Items 3 1.17 0,69
Within Items 24 1,69
Internal Males in the High Power Position
Summary of the analysis of variance
Source of variation df MS F p
Items 3 3.33 3 .6 2 < ,05
Within Items 24 0.92
External Males in the Low Power Position
Summary of the analysis of variance
Source of variation df MS F p
Items 3 4.99 3.61 <.05
Within Items 24 1.38
External Males in the High Power Position
Summary of the analysis of variance
Source of variation df MS F  p
Items 3 3 ,00 4 ,1 7 < .0 2 5
Within Items 20 0.72
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"CHAP TFT? IV
D I S C U S S I O N
The analyses o f  the d a t a ,  obtained f o r  male subjects 
indicate some support for t h e  first hypothesis, which
p o s t u l a t e d  t h a t  subjects* s a t i s f a c t i o n  w i t h  t h e i r  p o w e r  
p o s i t i o n  w o u l d  b e  a  f u n c t i o n  o f  t h e  i n t e r a c t i o n  b e t w e e n  
t h e  p e r s o n a l i t y  v a r i a b l e  o f  i n t e r n a l - e x t e r n a l  c o n t r o l  
a n d  assigned power position. M a l e s '  r e s p o n s e s  t o  i t e m  8  -  
" H o w  m u c h  d i d  y o u  l i k e  t h e  m e t h o d  o f  w o r k i n g  t h a t  t h e  l e a d e r  
c h o s e  f o r  t h e  g r o u p ? "  -  were a  f u n c t i o n  o f  t h e  i n t e r a c t i o n  
b e t w e e n  t h e  p e r s o n a l i t y  v a r i a b l e  o f  i n t e r n a l - e x t e r n a l  c o n t r o l  
a n d  a c t u a l  p o w e r  p o s i t i o n .  T h e  n a t u r e  o f  t h i s  i n t e r a c t i o n  
f o l l o w e d  t h e  f o r m ,  p r e d i c t e d  b y  t h e  c o r o l l a r i e s  t o  t h e  f i r s t  
h y p o t h e s i s .  T h e s e  c o r o l l a r i e s  p r e d i c t e d  t h a t  i n t e r n a l s  
would be more satisfied in the h i g h  power than the low 
power p o s i t i o n ,  and more satisfied t h a n  externals in t h e  
h i g h  p o w e r  p o s i t i o n .  E x t e r n a l s  o n  t h e  o t h e r  h a n d ,  w o u l d  
b e  m o r e  s a t i s f i e d  i n  t h e  l o w  p o w e r  t h a n  t h e  h i g h  p o w e r  
position, and m o r e  s a t i s f i e d  than I n t e r n a l s  in t h e  low 
p o w e r  p o s i t i o n ,  A l l  t h e s e  e f f e c t s  a r e  a p p a r e n t  i n  t h e  
responses m a d e  t o  item R , Thus, in g e n e r a l  terms, externally 
c o n t r o l l e d  m a l e s  p r e f e r r e d  t h e  m e t h o d  o f  w o r k i n g  a s s o c i a t e d  
w i t h  t h e  l e v ;  p o w e r  p o s i t i o n ,  w h i l e  i n t e r n a l l y  c o n t r o l l e d  
m a l e s  - p r e f e r r e d  t h e  m e t h o d  of w o r k i n g  a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  
t h e  high p o w e r  p o s i t i o n ,  A s i m i l a r  p e r s o n a l i t y  x  p o w e r
63
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position interaction appeared to mediate the responses of 
males to the question (number 5) - "How satisfied are you 
with your performance of your total job?" ~ though this 
item was included in order to check for the presence of 
confounding variables rather than as a specific test of 
the first hypothesis. The other two questionnaire items (numbers 
3 and 7) which were included for the purpose of testing 
this hypothesis, however did not show the same pattern of 
responses, and fail to provide support for this hypothesis.
In view of the discrepancy in results for the three 
items testing the first hypothesis, and the unexpected 
results obtained for item 5» analyses were performed to 
investigate whether these items had the same meaning for 
subjects. The results of these analyses indicated that these 
items were actually measuring different affective reactions.
The major difference appears to have been between items 7 
and 8, though items 3 and 5 seem to be closer in meaning 
to item 8 than to Item 7. Therefore the results obtained 
for these items must be considered in the light of their 
somewhat different meanings for s u b j e c t s .
Inspection of the phrasing of item 7 ("Would you have 
liked your job in the group more, or less, if you had been 
the leader?”) suggests that this question may have aroused 
considerations relating to liking for the leadership position, 
as well as liking for the actual position occupied. Consistent 
with a leadership interpretation of the item content, 
sex differences were found, which reflected culturally
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defined relations betweeff sex roles and. leadership, Thus, 
males reported to a signifleant3.y greater extent than 
females that they would have preferred the leader's job.
Of the three items (numbers 3 * 5 and 8) which seemed 
to be most similar in meaning, only item 3 failed to provide 
support for the first hypothesis. Comparison of the wording 
of these items indicates that items 5 and 8 may have referred 
mainly to subjects' satisfaction with the operations they 
were performing, while item 3 tapped their sa. tisfao tion 
with their perceived degree of independence. In responding 
to this latter item therefore, subjects were required 
to furnish their own definition of the concept of "independence". 
As Table 3 shows, though three of the four differences 
shown by males for this item were in the predicted direction; 
contrary to prediction, externally controlled males showed 
greater liking for the amount of independence in the 
high power than in the low power position. Power position, 
regardless of personality, was a significant source of 
variance for responses to this item, due to the greater 
satisfaction of males with the amount of independence in 
the high power position. These findings suggest that 
for males, the possession of independence was an important 
enough consideration to override the potential effects 
of the personality variable of internal-external control.
Thus, there seem to be grounds for concluding that responses 
to item 3 are not simply:the results of satisfaction 
with the position occupied, and therefore this item cannot
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be considered to p r o v i d e  a  valid t e s t  of the first hypothesis.
T h e  s e c o n d  h y p o t h e s i s  p o s t u l a t e d  t h a t  t h e  p e r s o n a l i t y  
v a r i a b l e  o f  i n t e r n a l - e x t e r n a l  c o n t r o l  w o u l d  i n t e r a c t  w i t h  
power‘ p o s i t i o n  i n  determining; s u b j e c t s '  s a t i s f a c t i o n  with 
t h e  g r o u p  l e a d e r ,  who assigned them to their position.
This hypothesis w a s  similarly s u p p o r t e d  by the r e s u l t s  
f o r  males, t h o u g h  n o t  f o r  f e m a l e s .  T h u s  a n a l y s i s  o f  r e s p o n s ­
e s  to t h e  question -  " I n  general, how s a t i s f i e d  were y o u  
w i t h  t h e  leader?" -  i n d i c a t e d  a  s i g n i f i c a n t  i n t e r a c t i o n  
b e t w e e n  p e r s o n a l i t y  a n d  pov/er p o s i t i o n .  C o r o l l a r i e s  r e g a r d i n g
the f'OT'H O 'P thi ^  -* •’-r 10 r> t * ,r-vp grpf o OP'Oll "i t o  O
t h e  first hypothesis, but w e r e  l e s s  s t r o n g l y  c o n f i r m e d .  
However, the prediction that externals w o u l d  b e  m o r e  satis­
fied than i n t e r n a l s  with t h e  l e a d e r  in the low p o w e r  position 
w a s  s t r o n g l y  s u p p o r t e d .  S u p p o r t  f o r  another p r e d i c t i o n  
t h a t  internals would be more satisfied w i t h  the leader 
i n  t h e  h i g h  p o v / e r  a s  c o m p a r e d  t o  t h e  l o w  p o w e r  c o n d i t i o n ,  
a p p r o a c h e d  s i g n i f i c a n c e .
S e v e r a l  f a c t o r s  m a y  account f o r  t h e  s e x  d i f f e r e n c e s  
g e n e r a l l y  found in the results. One possible explanation 
of t h e s e  s e x  differences may lie in the n a t u r e  of the task 
which s u b j e c t s  were given, The co-operative n a t u r e  of this 
t a s k  r e c e i v e d  c o n s i d e r a b l e  e m p h a s i s ,  a n d  t h e r e f o r e  t h e  
task may h a v e  b e e n  i n h e r e n t l y  m o r e  s a t i s f y i n g  for females 
t h a n  f o r  m a l e s .  I f  o n e  t a k e s  i n t o  a c c o u n t  t h e  c u l t u r a l l y  
m e d i a t e d  p e r s o n a l i t y  d i f f e r e n c e s  between t h e  s e x e s  ( S h a w ,
1 9 ? 1 ) ,  f e m a l e s  s h o u l d  b e  e x p e c t e d  t o  v a l u e  c o - o p e r a t i o n
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more than males, Therefore," power position may have been
a lesser determinant of satisfaction for females, than the 
nature of the task, a contingency which would have acted 
against any potential association of power position with 
satisfaction.
Subjects* responses to the question (number 10) - 
"how independent do you feel that you were in doing your 
job? - indicate that their interpretation of the term 
"independence" may also have involved cultural conceptions 
of sex roles. Thus, while males reported that they did feel 
more independent in the high power than in the low power 
position, females showed no difference in feelings of independ­
ence under these two conditions, This sex difference in the 
perception of the experimental situation may explain the 
failure of females to respond to questionnaire items in 
accord with the hypotheses advanced. As Reitan and Shaw 
(196*0 have demonstrated, females in American culture 
(which presumably is very similar to Canadian culture) 
tend to play relatively more submissive, conforming roles, 
compared to males. Therefore, the amount of independence 
which females regard as desirable is likely to be lower 
than that for males, A related explanation for the hypoth­
esis-related sex differences can be derived from Berkowitz's 
(1956) theoretical analysis of the interaction between 
personality and situational variab3.es, lie contended that 
personality variables are of greatest significance on 
initial entry into a situation, but that they become
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P o s s i b l y ,  i n  t h i s  s t u d y ,  b e c a u s e  o f  t h e i r  greater t e n d e n c y  
to submissiveness and conformity, f e m a l e s  c a m e  under t h e  
i n f l u e n c e  o f  s i t u a t i o n a l  r e q u i r e m e n t s  m o r e  q u i c k l y  t h a n  
males, w h i c h  t h e r e f o r e  a l l o w e d  l e s s  s c o p e  f o r  the operation 
o f  p e r s o n a l i t y  v a r i a b l e s .
F u r t h e r m o r e ,  i n  t h e  i n t e r p r e t a t i o n  o f  t h e  s e x  d i f f e r e n ­
c e s  f o u n d  i n  t h i s  s t u d y ,  t h e  p o s s i b l e  o p e r a t i o n  o f  d e m a n d  
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  c a n n o t  b e  d i s c o u n t e d .  T h e  w o r d i n g  o f  
questionnaire i t e m s  m i g h t  h a v e  g i v e n ,  s u b j e c t s  t h e  i m p r e s s i o n  
t h a t  s a t i s f a c t i o n  w a s  c a l l e d  f o r  b y  t h e  e x p e r i m e n t .  B e c a u s e  
of t h e i r  m o r e  p r o n o u n c e d  t e n d e n c i e s  t o w a r d  c o n f o r m i t y  a n d  
submissiveness> made especially salient b y  the presence 
of a  m a l e  e x p e r i m e n t e r ,  f e m a l e s  m a y  h a v e  a d o p t e d  t h e  r o l e  
o f  " g o o d "  s u b j e c t s  t o  a  g r e a t e r  e x t e n t  t h a n  m a l e s ,  a n d  
r e p o r t e d  u n t r u t h f u l l y  h i g h  l e v e l s  o f  s a t i s f a c t i o n  i n  t h e  
l o w  p o w e r  p o s i t i o n .  T h i s  w o u l d  h a v e  h a d  t h e  e f f e c t  o f  m a s k i n g  
a n y  p o t e n t i a l  p e r s o n a l i t y  x  power p o s i t i o n  interaction.
I n  this r e s p e c t ,  i t  i s  i n t e r e s t i n g  t o  n o t e  t h a t  f e m a l e s  
reported significantly m o r e  ego-invoIvement in the experiment 
t h a n  d i d  males, a n  e f f e c t  w h i c h  i s  c o n s i s t e n t  w i t h  a  s t r o n g ­
er d e s i r e  o n  t h e  p a r t  o f  females t o  a p p e a r  t o  b e  " g o o d "  
s u b j e c t s .
The significantly greater satisfaction reported by
e x t e r n a l  m a l e s  a s  c o m p a r e d  t o  i n t e r n a l  m a l e s  o n  i t e m s  
4 a n d  8 ,  m i g h t  s i m i l a r l y  b e  a c c o u n t e d  f o r  by t h e  a c t i o n  
o f  d e m a n d  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s .  T h i s  i n t e r p r e t a t i o n  i s  p a r t -
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ieularly convincing in view of the greater susceptibility 
to subtle influence of externals as compared to internals 
(Rotter, I966).
The general findings of this study support those of 
Trow (1957) in showing that personality factors can affect 
subjects* satisfaction with their position in a communication 
network, Analyses indicated that need for autonomy, the 
personality variable employed by Trow, probably relates 
to a different set of characteristics than internal- 
external control, though there was a tendency for internals 
to report a higher need for autonomy than externals. These 
findings then, provide a further empirical demonstration 
of the importance of considering persona3.ity as well 
as situational factors in the analysis of behaviour.
Another important corollary that can be drawn from 
this study relates to the necessity of giving greater 
consideration to sex differences in empirica.1 studies.
Neither Trow, nor the majority of communication network 
studies have explicitly considered the possibility that 
findings may not be generalizable across sex. The present 
study shows clearly that sex differences can influence 
reactions to communication networks. Further research 
is required to delineate culturally learned sex roles and 
expectations, and, to investigate how these affect behaviour
x n  v a * H  ou r! h n ~ b t  inp ~3  O03T"fc33 m"* ^ . 0?. o b ~b 3.X n 0 d, 1 f i  ~bX0
-f- t ? pi - ^  -h Vo p, c?  ^r ' H  p  0 ^ 3  1 (3 0  1 O  "H. 3  Tp o  g] q p + p
the reactions of individuals to situations involving power
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relations.
S p e c i f i c a l l y ,  t h i s  s t u d y  p r o v i d e s  s u p p o r t  f o r  t h e  
hypothesised c o n g r u e n c y  b e t w e e n  t h e  e x p e c t e d  l o c u s  o f  
c o n t r o l  a n d  t h e  p r e f e r r e d  l o c u s  o f  c o n t r o l  ( W a t s o n  &
Baumal, 1 9 6 ? ) ,  w h e r e  preferrence r e f e r s  t o  a f f e c t i v e  
r e a c t i o n s  t o  t h e  s u r r o u n d i n g  s i t u a t i o n  a n d  t h e  a c t i v i t i e s  
which it n e c e s s i t a t e s .  T h i s  relation is r e g a r d e d  as being 
o f  m a j o r  i m p o r t  t o  t h e  i n t e r n a l - e x t e r n a l  c o n t r o l ,  c o n s t r u c t ,  
since it d e f i n e s  some of the m o t i v a t i o n a l  implications 
w h i c h  are a s s o c i a t e d  with predominant p a t t e r n s  of beliefs 
regardings the locus of control o f  outcomes. It is a relation 
also, w h i c h  s h o w s  t h e  r e l e v a n c e  o f  i n t e r n a l - e x t e r n a l  c o n t r o l  
t o  a  c o n s i d e r a t i o n  o f  p o w e r  r e l a t i o n s ,
T h e  e x p l i c i t  u s e  o f  t h e  P e r s o n a l  C o n t r o l  f a c t o r  i n  
p r e d i c t i n g  b e h a v i o u r  i n  c o n t r o l . l e d  l a b o r a t o r y  c o n d i t i o n s  
a p p e a r s  t o  r e p r e s e n t  a  n e w  d e p a r t u r e  i n  t h e  l i t e r a t u r e .
T h e  r e l a t i o n  o f  t h e  P e r s o n a l  C o n t r o l  f a c t o r  t o  b e h a v i o u r a l  
c r i t e r i a  h a s  a s  y e t ,  r e c e i v e d  l i t t l e  d i r e c t  i n v e s t i g a t i o n .
T h e  o n l y  p r e v i o u s  s t u d i e s  t h a t  h a v e  d e a l t  w i t h  t h e  b e h a v ­
i o u r a l  c o r r e l a t e s  o f  p e r s o n a l  c o n t r o l  a r e  t h o s e  r e p o r t e d  
by F o r w a r d  a n d  W i l l i a m s  ( 1 9 7 0 ) ,  C u r i n ,  O u r i n ,  L a o  a n d  
B e a t t i e  ( 1 9 6 9 ) *  a n d  L a o  ( 1 9 7 0 ) ,  A l l  o f  t h e s e  s t u d i e s  
h o w e v e r ,  u s e d  b l a c k  A m e r i c a n  s u b j e c t s ,  a n d  u t i l i z e d  s u r v e y -  
type t e c h n i q u e s .  F o r w a r d  a n d  W i l l i a m s  f o u n d  t h a t  P e r s o n a l  
C o n t r o l  s c o r e s ,  b u t  n o t  C o n t r o l  I d e o l o g y  o r  t o t a l  I - E  
S c a l e  s c o r e s ,  w e r e  r e l a t e d  t o  s u b j e c t s ’ e v a l u a t i o n  o f  t h e  
D e t r o i t  r i o t s .  T h e  c l o s e l y  r e l a t e d  s t u d i e s  o f  C u r i n  e t  a l .
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and. Lao, showed that the 'Personal Control factor, as
distinct from the Control Ideology factor and the total 
I-.E .Scale score, was related to performance and motivational 
indicators of academic achievement, Lao (1970) in her 
discussion of these results noted that the results obtained 
for blacks using the Personal Control factor appeared 
to parallel findings in the literature for whites, using 
the total I-E Scale, She suggested that this was probably 
the results of a. stronger relation between personal and 
ideological, beliefs for whites than for blacks. Neverthe­
less she felt that "sharpening the interna1-externa1 
control construct by making personal-ideological distinct­
ions may enhance its predictive capacities for all pop­
ulations " (Lao, 1970, p. 269). Lao's suggestion that there 
is a greater discrepancy between personal and ideological 
beliefs for blacks than whites has been supported by the 
subsequent factor analytic studies of Mirels (1970) and 
Minton (1971b). These studies showed that the Personal 
Control factor for whites tended to include items which 
had loaded on the Control Ideology factor for blacks.
A factorial distinction which emerged in all of these 
studies was a personal-system distinction in beliefs 
relating to the locus of control of outcomes. A common 
inference which can be drawn from all these factor analytic 
studies then, is the importance of considering the factorial 
distinctions In the I-E Scale, in subsequent work.
The present- study is seen as offering further evidence
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of the validity of the Tiers one. 1 control construct, by i ts
demonstration of the ability of the Personal Control 
factor to predict behaviour under controlled laboratory 
conditions, Inspection of subjects' total I-E Scale scores 
showed that 33 Ver cent of the males (3/1^ internals, 
and 6/lS externals) and 70 per cent of the females (5/11 
internals, and O/lk externals) who participated in this 
study, did not fall into the equivalent third of the 
distribution of full-scale scores, That is, l^/5?- or 
27 per cent of the subjects run in this study would not 
have been eligible for participation if subjects had been 
selected on the basis of their total I-E Scale scores, with 
the same criterion of selection. These data therefore tend 
to support Lao's (1970) contention, bjy indicating that a 
Personal Control factor probably is a more valid predictor 
of behavioural criteria related to personal beliefs in 
locus of control, than the total I-E Scale,
The findings of this study suggest several further 
implications which are of relevance to the study of 
organizational and societal power structures. They indicate 
that reactions to any particular pattern of authority 
cannot be safely generalized across individuals. Thus, 
for example, the comparison of the situational efficacy 
of autocratic and democratic styles of leadership is likely 
to have little validity, unless the relevant personality 
variables of participants are taken into account. It is 
of special Import that an autocratic power structure is
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preferred by some individuals (cf, broom, 196^), in spite
of their relative p o we r1e asne0s in thin structure. Thus 
it som!" J'hat la^k of po'*'or should, not necessarily be 
assumed to possess negative connotations for all individuals 
ah assumption which is implicit in concepts like "alien­
ation" and much of modern theorising in connection with 
industrial and societal structures. The popularity of any 
particular leadership style or pattern of government 
then, is likely to depend to an important degree on the 
personality characteristics of those involved. Further 
research is necessary to define the relevant personality 
variables, and how they interact with situational and other 
variahl.es. Once a sufficient].?/ large fund of such empirical 
knowledge is available, it would appear that at least 
for relatively small groups, it would be feasible to predict 
which power structures would be most acceptable to members.
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APPENDIX A
This is a t]-.! rsv.i ■ : p =,;s ffrir! eui fly \;y in wwtuh ’.w-'n.wiw iv.'gf**-’. art
events in cur snt'.i-r’i::y afsA-ei drf pyaEy, n-icu I £ rw corslets of a pin."
of alternai.u-cf, Astute! a, or b : Please Efr’lect; the one sCaAwMtn e£ each
pair Cand m»lv ouA which you sore scresigly h*liev& to be the case as fat as 
you1'*# concerned,. Be suae to select fche one you. actually believe, to b-.-? snore* 
true rather than th« are you think you should choose or the r*a« you would like 
to fee true,, This is a -measure of personal belief! Obviously there awe no 
right ct* wrong answers*
Your ans< * > the items on this inventory are to be recorded on i.h*
separate a.nsvs-r shtyt which has beer* passed out, FIX.L OUT THIS ailS'.J® SHEET 
HO Wo Print yeur- ideri iif ication amber on the answer sheet, than finish reading 
these directions. Do not. open the booklet until you are told to do go.,
Blease answer these iieais carefully but do not spend too much t-ifi* on any 
one item,, Be mr>* to find an answer for fwgjy choice,. Find the-'* numbsr of the 
itea on the answer sheet and blacken the spaces under the letter which corresponds 
to the statement: yuu choose as isosfe true.,
Its some Instances you may discover that you bell eye both statesasnls or 
neither one,. In such easssSf be sure to select the one you raore stxeng!y 
believe to b© the case as far as you8re concerned* also try to respond to 
each ,lfc«a independently when making your choice; do not be influenced by your 
previc us choi ces,
BBMH1BER
Select that alternative which you personally believe, to jhg raort'- true.
7 A
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I more strongly believe that!
1.- a. Children get into trouble because their parents punish them too 
much*
bo The trouble with most children nowadays is that their parents are 
too easy with them*
2c a* Many of the unhappy things in people3® lives are partly due to 
bad luck*
b0 People*s misfortunes result from the mistakes they make?
3c a,o One of the major reasons why we have war® is because people don’t
take enough interest in polltics0
bo There will always be war®*, no matter how hard people try to 
prevent them*
4? So In the long run people get the respect they deserve in this world.,
b0 Unfortunately, an individual's worth often passes unrecognised no 
matter how hard he trieso
5» a* The idea that teachers are unfair to students is nonsense*
b(, Most students don’t realise the extent to which their grades are 
influenced by accidental happenings*
6., a* Without the right breaks one cannot ba an effective leader*
b0 Capable people who fail to become leaders have not. taken advantage 
of their opportunities*
7. a* No matter how hard you try some people just don't like you*
b* People who can't get others to like them, don’t understand how to 
get along with others*
8* a.. Heredity plays the major role in determining one’s personality*
bo It is one's experiences in life which determine what they're like*
9*. a*, I have often found that what is going to happen will happen*
bo. Trusting to fate has never turned out as well for me as making a • 
decision to take a definite course of action*
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I ygyg sfcronftly kilbnii: thaiy
I 0 o  &c i n  fch« s'cu'?' o f  k h n  i - - p r e p a r e d  fSvudk't'U' i l m ' t  _a r - r 'c d q  * £  ovog- 
such a iitrag an m  unfair tost...
bf, Ilany iisuis fejsam questions tend to be 30 ‘jnrniatwd ro c-aum work,,
that studying is really useless«
■
11- #o' Becoming a success Js a matter of hard wrkf luck has little or 
nothing ?<? do with ito
b0 Getting a good job depends mainly on being In the right: place 
; at the night time..
12 i> £&C The avsruga citizen can have an ixv:lurtnn in government decisions.
b., This w r H  * Ib run by the £ m  people in powetq. and thw» in not much, 
the 1 it'! guv can do about it ,
1.3- &o l.hen X jsaka plane,, X am almost certain that I can make them work.
bo. It is rmi always wise to plan too fax ahead because many tilings turn
out too fen a natter of good or bad fortune anyhow-
i 14-, a., There are certain, people who are just no good.,
b- There is sow© good ia everybody.,
15- a«- In my case getting what I  nmt has little or nothing to do with Iuck- 
b„ Many times we might just as well, decide what to do by flipping a coin -
16... a.-, sJho gets ua be the bi>sa of tea depends cm who was lucky enough to be
in the right place first,,
bn Getting people to do the right thing depends upon ability! tuck lias 
little mi nothing to do with it,,
17n. a0 as far as world affairs ere concerned* most of us are the victims of
forces \m can thither understand,, nor control,
I b0 By taking an active part in political and social affalrs the people
j can control world oreafcSo
18o a,, Most people don“t realize the ext»at to which their lives ere con-'
trolled by accidental happenings.,
;
i bo Thera really Is no such thing as •Muck".,
19., &o One should always be willing to admit his mistakes,, 
bo It, is usually best to cover up on*13 mistakes,
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20o a - I t .  t. 6 tic: <v: t a l:ci\’y  s y y b > r  ij>- mn a p-a-^ar*. is -v H y  J, • Vf-s you.:
b.> How siany lb: in su lt yc-a h a w  depend:* upon hew o;o:- a pc-yon  w u  ore..
21 o a» In the long vis?! the bad things that happen i:a as e xa balanced by
the good. y.acs„
bc Meat ffii&isrf:.yi}OiS art? the result cf tack, of ability, Xgiwrance.
la s s ia o s s n , o r  a l l  three,
22o a» ittth enough effort wa can wipe out poHfetcai. corrupt Lon-
b, It is difficult for people to Item* iiiuch control ovw the things
politic ians do in offietc
23c a* Sometimes T c&n*z understand how teachers- arrive at Use grades
they give:.
b,., There Is a direct connection between how hard I study and the grade 
1 get,
24, e,, a good leader expects people to decide for thtsaeel.vas what they
should do ,
bc A good leader makes it clear to everybody Urnfe th e ir jobs a.t«»
25o a-,- Many times 1 feel that I have little Irfluem-e over tlse things that 
happen to ait,.
b» It is impossible for iae to believe: that chance or luck plays an
important role in my J.lfas
26o So People are lonely because they don’ t  cry fee be friendly.,
b0 There8a not much use in trying too hard ty please people, if they
like you, they like you*
271! &0 There is too ouch emphasis on athletics in high school..
bo Team sports are an excellent wav to build character,-
28i( a« iiha£ happens to rae is ray own doing...
bo Sometimes; I feed. that X don’t have enough control. owes:' th« cll.irect.io 
ray life is taking,
29, a* Host of tins time I can’t understand why politicians behave the- way 
they do,
b0 In the long run the people are responsible for had goremnenfc cm a 
national a n well as on a local level*
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APPENDIX B
The Nine Items Used to Measure Personal Control
2. a. Many of the unhappy things in people’s lives are
partly due to had luck, 
b, People's misfortunes result from the mistakes they
make.
5. a. The idea that teachers are unfair to students is 
nonsense.
b. Most students don't realize the extent to which
their grades are influenced by accidental happenings,
11. a. Becoming a success is a matter of hard work, luck
has little or nothing to do with it,
b. Getting a good job depends mainly on being in the
right place at the right time,
15 a. In m y  case getting what I want has little or 
nothing to do with luck, 
b .  M a n y  times we might just as well decide what to do 
b y  flipping a coin.
16. a. Who gets to be the boss often depends on who was 
lucky enough to be in the right place first, 
b. Getting people to do the right thing depends upon
ability, luck has little or nothing to do with it,
18, a. Most people don't realize the extent to which
their lives are controlled by accidental happenings, 
b, There really is no such thing as "luck".
78
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7 9
23. a. Sometimes I can't understand how teachers arrive 
at the grades they give, 
b. There is a direct connection between how hard I 
study and the grades* 1 get.
25. a. Many times I feel that I have little influence over
the things that happen to me. 
b. It is impossible for me to believe that chance or 
luck plays an important role in my life.
28. a. What happens to me is my own doing.
b. Sometimes I feel that 1 don't have enough control
over the direction my life is taking.
Scoring Key
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APPENDIX C
U  N I V E R S I T Y  O F  W I N D S O R
WINDSOR 11, ONTARIO
TELEPHONE: AREA CODE 519 
253-4232
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY March 11, 1971
Dear
We are trying to obtain a sample of students at the University 
of Windsor as participants in a study on group processes. We have 
obtained your name from the list of introductory psychology students 
and are writing to request your cooperation in some research that is 
presently in progress in this area.
This research is concerned with the communication of people in 
groups who are working at simple tasks. It is hoped that the findings 
will make some contribution toward improving relations in organizations.
We would be very grateful if you would be able to participate in 
this research. About one hour of your time would be required.
You will be contacted by telephone within the next few weeks to 
determine if you are interested in participating. More details about 
the study will be given at that time.
Yours truly
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APPENDIX D
Experimental Task and Programmed Messages
All subjects received the same list of tasks, as
follows!










Soons after they sat down at their desks, subjects 




After the subject sent his first set of notes, and 
before he had completed cutting out the second object 
on his list (hand), he received the following message:
To W.
I have the Key. I am sending a copy of it to 
both yon and Y so you can use it for- yournelves,
Here it is:




Elephant 9» 13 
Fork 5
81
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82
Giraffe ?» 25 
Hand 1? 20 
Heart 3 
Horne I?
M o n k e y  6  
Scissors X, 2
Spoon R, 22 
Tree 18, 23 
Yacht 1_5
My first 2 tasks are Monkey and Fork.
From X
While the subject was in the process of cutting out 





This was followed shortly after by the following message: 
To W.
My next 2 tasks are horse and tree.
From X
When the subject began to cut out the final object 
on his list (Airplane), he received the final message:
To W.
Mv la.si 2 tasks are sword and bottle.
From X
Low Power Condition
Soon after they sat down at their desks, subjects 




Aft^r © <q ij ]5) 10 o "fc nor"t- fai n so'fc ro~fcGs 8/od
began to cut out the first object on his list (Heart), 
he received this message:
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To W.
I have the key. Send your messages only to me
and I will tel] you which objects to cross
off your list, Y will do the same.
Go ahead with both of your first 2 objects.
From X
When the subject sent a note to X, indicating that
"yacht" and "elephant" were the next two objects on his
list, he received this reply:
To W.
Ciit out yacht. Cross elephant off your list.
From X
In reply to the subject’s note to X that "dog" and 
"arrow" were the next two tasks on his list, came the 
following message:
To W.
Cut out both of those objects.
From X
After the subject sent his final note to X, indicating 
that "scissors" and "airplane" were his next two tasks, 
he received the following reply:
To W,
Cross scissors off your list. Cut out airplane.
From X
It can be seen, that ’in neither condition were 
subjects required to cut out "elephant", or "scissors", 
and therefore it was necessary for them to cut out only 
six of the eight objects on their list.
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APPENDIX E
f a a::yyn aai;a.j'evil yiyty ta. /
Pleaao 1*111 out -he .rnAlowiny questionnaire by oheefciiiy the scale “Mark abovy 
t h e s  sftateiasat which unut neeiravely doaornboe you..? reaction to each. yuaatio:eu Be 
sure to place year oho oh veirko oraetly on the noai.e-marks, not baiivoon seale-rsarfcs <
1S How much did you like eatuxng out. hir> onbld.acn?
f f ( ! i i 1
liked ""“"'“Liriiy)....... ix M  ' t:dih:^!r't;r::s jitllcjtt dialjkld..disliked
tiiil auon eod.l : kali aiaxfitli ton pisltxid htiaiiiLi AOBFkATBLf vamr nucu
2.. How uuc& intsrt;.. 1 did you. have in tke s-XberiEKsrit as a whole?
Eti;i aii)u/kT''^i;io:i-n.l/ltt.t'‘^7Ii,:iciin; - "^ ''h;';:xEii;ik'ioEEUh:af BLiGiif”  '............. tka o.
yuTiihBT i:ty.;,y.;:r;r ymynitaT kuk dagx:TthikAAk )ihi;.fr,itj3y ,djsx;ryyyjyi dtsiat,.
: 5-> Xn yn-'furulng year ilob* bow eatinflod uara you with tin* amount oX independence
;
, that th, 3 Is a d  so- yux o yon?
I f I i . i . . . . . . . J   . . . . . . . »
i VLSI............NOlBJiln;T;y't.iityhK-r;y h h illh iS  hLXGhTi,!  AGDEkATELy ¥221
SATISFIED SATXGFlki) klvIAX’Xii) flM'lSFlFG DIhJAil 1FIJD DISSATISFIED .DISSATISFIED
NOS
jI't3AT?yyyTyy
kt:, la general* bow aao.ijifxod. wore you with the leader?
5 i . • , ■ .   S........_.J
¥ S 8 $ T ~ ' ■ " " " ' ' ’r i O B D I l A l D L v . G X J G I h / h f '  ’ A F I T I i S k  '. . . G L I G I i T X k  " I I Q D E E A T E L Y  VEllY
b  . J A T J 3 F I B D  S A T I S F I E D  r i \ T I G P I B £  S A T I S F I E D  B T G G A T I G F I E I )  D I B S  1 T I S F K D  D I S S A T I S F I E D
■• jjoii
DISSATISFIED
5o How ©atl.ei'lsd ars yon vr’.th your riat'fojf<!imK,6 of your total, job?
A. t
YjJ&lT  "; ;0I)EkAI31.k' hLldiiTlf "'SlTUEST"’'“'""'■'ariGnM... EOSSMTIKY “"TlElY
S A T I S F I E D  S A T I S F I E D  S A T I S F I E D  S A T I S F I E D  D I S S A T I S F I E D  D IS S A T I S F I E D  D I S S A T I S F I E D
BO G
■,u G G A T X 3 F X G D  
8^
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i>C. How important was it te you yart-aruu.1’% so do yoyo job in the yrou:* yf'iloio.'.ilyy
\ 1 1 ^  1 _  _  J
VSlXt 1 SLIGllfliY'' " ~“9DE:iIm“ ^ITC
II-UdO.ff/sIlT IdPOdfAJT HI?.. hiAKT UtfHIPOKTAHT if Xl'YIP'fAdf hoiTOi'd'AoT
..Oil
iriiIi]O0..!TAyT
?e 'Jould you have lihod your job in the group more, or less. If you had been the 
leader?
A H  iWl ‘TIolEhAEdy! SSIcSIfEY ICT'li :GIdr OLlklfLf'vaix aiicH ,x05PhAfr:;idf .iHH'KJL xsx TsnmiEEr T©'MrsrfS£f w n T  iiucu
hose iioiid ;:oi;-j2 ;tok legs legs lbs a loss
8C How much did y&u like the Method of working that the leader choae for the ;;rou »»
i  I I I i } I
LIKE.!) "TrcSif~....lllEST'' ' ' IlBMlBI! Ll'i'dJD ~ DmiltfiD DiriLIICCD DISLIKED
VEHI. MUCH KGBEuMdiLf JLIGIfiPLY BOH DISLIKED SLIG’IILl ':0bl‘I1A7BLI Yiill bUCII
9* How efficient do you think that this method of working was?
I | | | 1 j |
VBUY ■' SLIGHTiy i;0DB^ATELY"'¥2f5
EFFICIEIIT O TIC IEH T SFFiailJIK HFFlO'iKi!? IIIdFFIGIE HE HJEBFlCId f  I  .I,'T IC IE  T
HOT?
IlfitFFIGlLiJT
10, How independent do you feel that you wore in doing your job?
I _  --1____ _ ! .
VElif *   *" imlSi'ibF 3lxguieEy irdrzum slightly BODJiL\mi vjdy
INDi5F®DJ£.1 INDJPE. fDEET lilDEPElJDEl'l IHDEPEMDKlIf DEPEsPEIT DEldf dlll’i IiEPHJEEdT
1103
DEPEJIOEST
11o How important is it to you feo carry out the business of life in an independent
and self-reliant fashion?
vmii nmni nsmfwrr~zz'zrrm ~ i t m r n m — Tm^:tsnsr~rAit
IMPOUTAHT UIPOI J IIIPOP'fAITT IhPOP'f/Uff UlTXI IPOnfA.Tr UTI'PO.rtAPT T'ISPOUTAHT
POP
u:jiin\)i2TdiTT
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I * Please write out youa? -wav/ors to t!:.o reaainiag questions in the spacea
i
i  provided.
! 12* IThat wore your hoaocfc vi *•>.’» >-5 iona of the experiment?
13„ Are there any cearnouta you would lilco to siake about the other group members?
1A0 Are there any other aspects of the experiment on which you would like to comment?
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APPENDIX f
ANALYSES OF VARIANCE OF RESPONSES TO 
ITEMS 1» 2, 5, 6 and 9.
Liking for the Experimental Task (Item 1)
Summary of the analysis of variance for all subjects
Source of variation df MS F r
Personality (A) 1 
Power Position (B) 1 
Sex (C) 1 
A X' "B 1 
A X C 1 
B X C 1 

















Summary of the analysis of variance for females
Source of variation df MS F p
Personality 1 
Power Position 1 









Summary of the analysis of variance for males
Source of variation df MS F p
Personality 1 
Power Position 1 
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Interest in the Experiment (Item 2)
Summary of the analysis of variance for all subjects
Source of variation df wis P p
Personality (A) 1 0,18 0.2?
Power Position (B) 1 0,9? 1.76
Sex (C) 1 o, 15 0 • VI
A X B 1 l.AA 2.6 b
A X C 1. 0. IB 0,33
B X C 1 0,02 o. oA
A X B X 0 1 0.9? 1.76
Residual LiL o. 55
Summary of the analyst s of variance for females
Source of variation df MS F p
Personal!, tv p 0.01 0.02
Power Position 1 o. 6i 1.07
Personality x Power Pos. 1. 2.28 A. 00 <,10
Residual 21 0, 57
Summary of the analvs is of variance for males
Source of variation df MS P T)
Personality 1 0.35 0.66
Power Position 1 0.35 0.66
Personality x Power Pos, 1 0.02 0, 0A
Residual ?-3 o.53
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Satisfaction with Performance (Item 5)
Summary of the analysis of variance for all subjects
Source of variation df MS F p
Personality (A) 1 0.0A 0.03
Power Position (B) 1 A. 01 3^+9 < 1 0
Sex (C) 1 1 ,11 0.96
A X B 1 1.53 1.33
A X C 1 0.05 0.0A
B X C 1 2.A8 2.. 16







Summary of the analysis of variance for females
Source of variation df MS F p
Personality 1 0.00 0 „ 00
Power Position ! 6.13 3 .5 8  < 1 0
Personality x Power Pos, i 0.00 0.00
Residual 2.1 1.71
Summary of the analysis of variance for males
Source of variation df MS F p
Personality 
Power Position 
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Ego-Involvement with the Job (Item 6)
Summary of the analysis of variance for all subjects
Source of variation df MS F P
Personality (A) 1 1.50 3.12
Power Position (B) 1 0.04 0.08
Sex (C) 1 2.18 4. 64 <05
A X B 1 0.32 0.6?
A X C 1 0.69 1.44
B X G 1 0.10 0.21
A X B X C 1 0.00 0.00
Residual 44 0,48
Summary of the analysis of variance for females
Source of variation df MS F p
Personality 1 0.0? o. 50
Power Position 1 0.01 0.0?
Personality x Power Position 1 0.18 1.28
Residual 21 0.14
Summary of the analysis of variance for males
Source of variation df MS F T)
11.3.i '* -Mr i p s 22 a? # *7 *'7
Power Position "1 0,14 0.1?
Personality x Power Pos. 1 0.14 0.17
Residual 0.80
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Ratings of Efficiency of Work Method (Item 9)
Summary of the analysis of variance for all subjects
Source of variation df MS F
Personality (A) 1 0,93 0,47
Power Position (B) 1 2,00 1,01
Sex (C) 1 3-0? 1.56
A X B 1 0.31 0,16
A X C 1 0,00 0.00
B X C 1 0,09 0.04
A X B X C 1 10.25 5.20 <.05
Residual 10,97
Summary of the analysis of variance for females
Source of variation df MS F p
P er s 0 na1ity 1 0,49 0,19
Power Position 1 l,4i 0,55
Personality x Power Pos, 1 6.74 2,63
Residual 21 2,56
Summary of the analysis of variance for males
Source of variation df MS F p
Personality 1 0,45 0,31
Power Position 1 0,64 0,44
Personality x Power Position 1 3.68 2,55
Residual 23 1,44
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APPENDIX G«e>
Questionnaire Responses of Individual Subjects
Item 1.
Internals
Low Power High Power
Males Females Males Females
1 3  4 2
5 2 1 1
2 7 2 3
2 2 3 3




' Low Power High Power-
Male s Females Males Females
4 2 3 4
5 2 4 3
4 1 3 2
4 3 3 1
5 4 4 2




Low Power High Power
Males Females Males Females
1 2 4 2
2 2 2 2
1 1 1 1
2 1 2 5











2 2 3 3
2 1 3 2
2 3 2 2
1 2 1 1
2 2 2 2
3 2 2 1
2 2 9 D 1




Low Power High Power
Males Females Males Females
3 2 1 1
1 2  1 1
3 5 2 2
6 3 1 5




Low Power High Power
Males Females Males’ Females
4 5 1 2
2 2 2 1
1 4  2 4
4 1 1 4
1 4  2 2




Low Power High Power
Males Females: Males Fema]
2 2 1 1
2 1 2 3
2 1 1 2
2 1 2 4




Low Power High Power
Males Females' Males Femal
1 6 1 1
2 1 2 1
1 2 2 i
1 1 1 1
1 1 2 2
1 1 2 2
1 1 1




Low Power High Power
Males Females Males Females’
2 2 1 4
3 2 2 1
2 2 3 3
2 3 1 3




Low Power Hi git Power
Males Females Males Females
3 2 2 3
2 1 3 2
2 2 3 2
1 4  2 1
2 1 4 5




















































Low Power High Power
Male® Females Males Females
1 5 4 4
3 3 2 5
2 4 2 2
5 2 1 7




Low Power High Power
Males Females- Males Females
5 2 2 7
5 5 3 6
2 4 3 4
1 1 4 4
3 4 2 4




Low Power High power
Males Female® Males Females
2 2 1 1
2 1 3 4
2 2 1 3
2 1 1 6




Low Power High Power
vfcikes Female® Males Females
1 6  1 1
2 2 2 2
1 5  2 1
2 1 1 2
1 1  2 5
I I  2 2
1 1  1




low Power High Power
Males Females Males Females;
2 2 1 2
3 1 5 6
1 1  1 3
5 1 1 5




Low Power High Power
Males Females Males Females
1 6  1 2
2 1 3 2
1 5  1 2
1 1  2 1
2 2 4 4
1 2  3 2 
1 1  1
Item 10o
Internals
Low Power High Power
Males Females Males Females
3 2 2 2
3 3 2 7
6 5 2 1
5 2 1 2




Low Power High Power
Males Females Males Females
7 2 1 4
2 4 5 2
2 3 3 5
7 3 4 7
6 5 1 2
3 3 2 1
5 1 3
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Item 11.
I n t e r n a l s
Low Power High Power
Males Females Males Females
1 2  2 1
2 2 1 3
2 1 1 1
1 1  2 1




Low Power High Power
Males Females1 Males Females
2 1 1 2
1 2  2 2
2 1 6 2
1 1  1 1
3 3 2 2
1 2  2 2
2 1 2
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